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Abstract 19 

Loess deposits are recorders of aeolian activity during past glaciations. Since the size 20 

distribution of loess deposits depends on distance to the dust source, and environmental 21 

conditions at the source, during transport, and at deposition, loess particle size distributions 22 

and derived statistical measures are widely used proxies in Quaternary paleoenvironmental 23 

studies. However, the interpretation of these proxies often only consider dust transport 24 

processes. To move beyond such overly simplistic proxy interpretations, and toward proxy 25 

interpretations that consider the range of environmental processes that determine loess particle 26 

size distribution variations we provide a comprehensive review on the physics of dust particle 27 

mobilization and deposition. Furthermore, using high-resolution bulk loess and quartz grain 28 

size datasets from a last glacial/interglacial sequence, we show that, because grain size 29 

distributions are affected by multiple, often stochastic processes, changes in these 30 

distributions over time allow multiple interpretations for the driving processes. Consequently, 31 

simplistic interpretations of proxy variations in terms of only one factor (e.g. wind speed) are 32 

likely to be inaccurate. Nonetheless using loess proxies to understand temporal changes in the 33 

dust cycle and environmental parameters requires (i) a careful site selection, to minimize the 34 

effects of topography and source distance, and (ii) the joint use of bulk and quartz grain size 35 

proxies, together with high resolution mass accumulation rate calculations if possible. 36 

 37 
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Abbreviations and notation 40 

 Appearing in the main text 

a constant in mean charge calculations for raindrops and particles 

A2 coefficient including factors like particle shape, sorting, packing and bed roughness 

AB dimensionless threshold friction velocity (Bagnold, 1941) 

Ac the contact area between adjacent grains 

ACo1 model parameter associated aerodynamic forces (Cornelis et al., 2004a,b) (N m
‒1

) 

ACo2 model parameter associated inter-particle forces (Cornelis et al., 2004a,b) (N m
‒1

) 

ACo3 geometry factor (Cornelis et al., 2004a) (N
‒1

 m
‒1

) 

AN dimensionless threshold friction velocity (Shao and Lu, 2000) 

br width of an individual roughness element (m) 

ca heat capacity of air (m
2
 s

‒2
 K

‒1
/J kg

‒1
 K

‒1
) 

C1 coefficient in the Ferguson and Chruch (2004) model, a constant for laminar settling for Rept<1 

C2 coefficient in the Ferguson and Chruch (2004) model, a constant Cd for Rept >10
3
 

CB constant for the saltation mass flux model of Bagnold (1941) 

Cc Cunningham slip correction factor 

Cd drag coefficient 

CDK parameter for the saltation mass flux model of Kok et al. (2012) 

CK constant for the saltation mass flux model of Kawamura (1951) 

Cp local concentration of depositing particles (g m
‒3

) 

CR roughness element drag coefficient 

CS surface drag coefficient 

d zero plane displacement height (m) 

DB Brownian diffusivity of particles (m
2
 s

‒1
) 

Dp particle diameter (m) 

Dr typical roughness element size (Nikuradse roughness) 

Drd raindrop diameter (m) 

Drd-r representative raindrop diameter (m) 

Dw water vapour diffusivity in air (m
2
 s

‒1
) 

EB collection efficiency from Brownian diffusion 

EBw collection/collision efficiency from Brownian diffusion in below-cloud scavenging 

EDPw collection/collision efficiency due to diffusiophoresis in below-cloud scavenging 

EESw electrostatic collection/collision efficiency in below-cloud scavenging 

EIM collection efficiency from impaction 

EImw collection/collision efficiency from inertial impaction in below-cloud scavenging 

EIN collection efficiency from interception 

EInw collection/collision efficiency from interception in below-cloud scavenging 

EM end member 

EMMA end member modeling algorithm 

ETPw collection/collision efficiency due to thermophoresis in below-cloud scavenging 
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Fd dust emission rate/vertical dust flux of airborne dust (μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

Fd,a dust emission rate due to direct aerodynamic lifting (μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

Fd,d dust emission rate due to disaggregation/auto-abrasion (μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

Fd,s dust emission rate due to saltation bombardment/sandblasting (μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

Fdep dry deposition flux at a reference height zr (g m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

FD aerodynamic drag force (N) 

FG gravity force (N) 

FC inter-particle cohesive force (N) 

FL aerodynamic lift force (N) 

g acceleration due to gravity (m s
‒2

) 

GS grain size 

GSI grain size index, the ratio of 20-50 μm/<20 μm fractions 

hr height of a roughness element (m) 

J rainfall intensity (mm hr
‒1

) 

ka thermal conductivity of air (J m
‒1

 s
‒1

 K
‒1

/W m
‒1

 K
‒1

) 

kp thermal conductivity of particle (J m
‒1

 s
‒1

 K
‒1

/W m
‒1

 K
‒1

) 

kS empirical coefficient in the Shao (2001) model 

k Boltzmann constant (1.3806488×10
‒23

 J K
‒1

 / m
2
 kg s

‒2
 K

‒1
) 

K eddy (or turbulent) viscosity 

KES constant in calculation of the electrostatic collection efficiency 

Kn Knudsen number 

LGM Last Glacial Maximum 

m surface shear stress inhomogeneity parameter 

Ma molecular weight of air (kg kmol
‒1

) 

MAR mass accumulation rate 

Md median (D50) grain size (μm) 

MIS Marine Isotope Stage 

Mr modulus of rupture (Pa) 

Ms mean grain size (μm) 

MS magnetic susceptibility 

Mw molecular weight of water vapor (kg kmol
‒1

) 

nr number of roughness elements 

nS empirical coefficient in the Shao (2001) model 

N(Dp) particle number concentration with a diameter between Dp and Dp+dDp 

N(Dp)t particle number concentration at time t with a diameter between Dp and Dp+dDp 

N(Dp)0 initial number concentration of particles with a diameter between Dp and Dp+dDp 

N(Drd) raindrop number size distribution 

N(Drd-r) number concentration of representative raindrop 

pa
0
 vapour pressure of water at temperature Ta (Pa) 

ps
0
 vapour pressure of water at temperature Ts (Pa) 

ps(Dp) soil/sediment size distribution 
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pf(Dp) fully-disturbed particle size distribution of the parent soil 

pm(Dp) minimally-disturbed particle size distribution of the parent soil 

Pa atmospheric pressure (Pa) 

Pra Prandtl number for air 

PSD particle size distribution 

qp mean charge of a particle I 

q(z) streamwise sand flux density at height z (kg m
‒2

 s
‒1

) 

QMd quartz median grain size (μm) 

QMs quartz mean grain size (μm) 

QMax quartz maximum grain size (μm) 

Qrd mean charge of a raindrop I 

Qs streamwise saltation flux (kg m
‒1

 s
‒1

) 

Q>40 quartz grain size fraction >40 μm (percent) 

r total resistance (s m
‒1

) 

ra aerodynamic resistance (s m
‒1

) 

rs surface resistance (s m
‒1

) 

Rc characteristic radius of collectors in interception (mm) 

Rt threshold friction velocity ratio 

R1 correction factor for particles that stick to the surface and do not rebound (in dry deposition models) 

Rer roughness Reynolds number 

Rerd raindrop Reynolds number 

Re*t particle friction Reynolds number at u*t 

Rept particle terminal velocity Reynolds number 

RH relative humidity (percent) 

sw relative wind strength index 

S unit surface area (m
2
) 

Sc particle Schmidt number 

Scw Schmidt number for water vapour in air 

SP superparamagnetic 

SSD stable single domain 

St particle Stokes number 

St* critical Stokes number 

tp particle relaxation/response time (s) 

T temperature (Kelvin or Celsius) 

Ta air temperature (K) 

Ts raindrop surface temperature (K) 

TP-ratio ratio of the 30.1-63.4 μm/11.8-27.4 μm fractions 

      mean horizontal air velocity (m s
‒1

) 

u* friction (or shear) velocity (m s
‒1

) 

u*t threshold friction velocity (m s
‒1

) 

u*tr threshold friction velocity for a surface protected by roughness elements (m s
‒1

) 
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u*tw threshold friction velocity under the influence of moisture (m s
‒1

) 

U-ratio the ratio of 16‒44 μm/5.5‒16 μm fractions 

       particle average vertical velocity (m s
‒1

) 

wd dry deposition velocity (m s
‒1

) 

wt particle terminal velocity (m s
‒1

) 

wt(Drd) raindrop terminal velocity (m s
‒1

) 

wt(Drd-r) terminal velocity of the representative raindrop (m s
‒1

) 

z height above the surface (m) 

zr reference height (m) 

z0 aerodynamic surface roughness (m) 

α abrasion or sandblasting efficiency (m
‒1

) 

αES constant in mean charge calculations for raindrops and particles 

αGP dimensional parameter related to sandblasting efficiency in the Gillette and Passi (1988) model 

αS dimensional parameter related to sandblasting efficiency in the Shao et al. (1993) model 

αTP constant in calculations of collection efficiency due to thermophoresis 

αZ parameter in the Zhang et al. (2001) dry deposition model 

β ratio of roughness element to surface drag coefficients 

βc parameter representing van der Waals and electrostatic forces 

βDP constant in calculations of collection efficiency due to diffusiophoresis 

γ parameter scaling the strength of inter-particle forces (van der Waals/electrostatic) (N m
‒1

) 

γ’ as γ, but including capillary forces too (N) 

γS weighting factor in the Shao (2001) model 

γst surface tension of water (N m
‒1

) 

γZ parameter for calculating collection efficiency from Brownian diffusion (Zhang et al., 2001 model) 

ε total collection efficiency 

εw(Drd,Dp) total collection efficiency in below-cloud scavenging 

εw(Drd-r,Dp) total collection efficiency in below-cloud scavenging (for representative raindrop) 

ε0 empirical constant in the Zhang et al. (2001) model 

θg gravimetric water content (kg kg
‒1

) 

θg1.5 gravimetric water content at ‒1.5 Mpa (kg kg
‒1

) 

θv volumetric water content (m
3
 m

‒3
) 

θv’ air-dry or residual volumetric water content (m
3
 m

‒3
), minimum soil moisture 

κ von Kármán constant 

λ roughness density (dimensionless) 

λa mean free path of air (µm) 

Λ(Dp) wet scavenging coefficient for particles with diameter Dp 

μa dynamic viscosity of air (kg m
‒1

 s
‒1

) 

μa dynamic viscosity of water (kg m
‒1

 s
‒1

) 

νa kinematic viscosity of air (m
2
 s

‒1
) 

ρa air density (kg m
‒3

) 

ρp particle density (kg m
‒3

) 
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ρw water density (kg m
‒3

) 

σ ratio of roughness element basal to frontal area 

σU standard deviation of the wind speed distribution 

τM viscous shear stress (N m
‒2

) 

τR Reynolds shear stress (N m
‒2

) 

τRE roughness element shear stress (N m
‒2

) 

τS surface shear stress (N m
‒2

) 

τT total (or effective) shear stress on the surface (N m
‒2

) 

τ*t critical tractive stress (N m
‒2

) 

χB background magnetic susceptibility (m
3
 kg

‒1
) 

χFD absolute frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility (m
3
 kg

‒1
) 

χHF mass-specific high-frequency magnetic susceptibility (measured at 4.7 kHz) (m
3
 kg

‒1
) 

χLF mass-specific low-field/frequency magnetic susceptibility (measured at 0.47 kHz) (m
3
 kg

‒1
) 

χP pedogenic component of magnetic susceptibility (m
3
 kg

‒1
) 

ψm matric potential (Pa) 

ψmd matric potential at oven dryness, i.e. at ~‒10
3
 Mpa (Pa) 

  

 Appearing in figure captions, but not in the main text 

Ain empirical parameter for surface micro-roughness characteristics, Zhang and Shao (2014) model 

b parameter for calculating R in the Slinn (1982) model 

cv/cd ratio of average viscous drag and average drag coefficient for vegetation, Slinn (1982) model 

dc dimension of the roughness element (small/large collectors), Zhang and Shao (2014) model 

fIN fraction of the total interception on the smallest collectors, Slinn (1982) model 

hc canopy height (m) 

hcr roughness element height (m), Zhang and Shao (2014) model 

R reduction in collection caused by rebound, Slinn (1982) model 

R’ characteristic radius of small collectors (vegetative hairs), Slinn (1982) model 

R’’ characteristic dimension of large collectors (grass blades, needles), Slinn (1982) model 

αK dimensional parameter related to sandblasting efficiency in the Kok et al. (2012) model 

γSl parameter for calculating collection efficiency from Brownian diffusion, Slinn (1982) model 

λf frontal area index, Zhang and Shao (2014) model 

 41 

  42 
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1. Introduction 82 

Loess is a terrestrial clastic sediment, composed predominantly of silt-sized particles 83 

deposited by winds during glacial periods (Fig. 1; Pye, 1995; Smalley et al., 2011). In many 84 

loess sequences there is a continuum of non-modified to modified loess ranging from typical 85 

primary loess, through weakly developed leached layers to intensely-weathered paleosols, 86 

reflecting changing climatic/environmental conditions (Pye, 1995; Kemp, 2001). Variations 87 

of the particle size distributions (PSDs) and some grain size (GS) proxies have widely been 88 

used in Quaternary loess research to reconstruct paleoenvironmental changes on both longer, 89 

glacial/interglacial (10
5
‒10

6
 years; e.g. Liu et al., 1989; Ding et al., 1992, 1999, 2001, 2002; 90 

Vandenberghe et al., 1997; Liu and Ding, 1998; An, 2000; Nugteren and Vandenberghe, 91 

2004) and shorter, millennial to multi-millennial time scales (10
3
-10

4
 years; e.g. Porter and 92 

An, 1995; Xiao et al., 1995; An and Porter, 1997; Porter, 2001; Rousseau et al., 2002; Shi et 93 

al., 2003). Grain size measurements have also been used to identify aeolian dust records from 94 

earlier in the Cenozoic (Licht et al., 2014) and longer loess/dust records extend into the 95 

Miocene in some areas (Guo et al., 2002; Qiao et al., 2006). 96 

Although the physical background of loess particle transport and deposition mechanisms was 97 

reviewed and discussed in detail in the late nineteen eighties by Pye (1987), Tsoar and Pye 98 

(1987) and Pye and Tsoar (1987), this knowledge does not always seem to be reflected in 99 

loess grain size proxy interpretations, which tend to be overly simplistic (Wang and Lai, 100 

2014) and only consider transport mechanisms while essentially disregarding mobilization 101 

and deposition processes. As a considerable amount of novel information on the physics of 102 

dust/sand particle mobilization, transport and deposition has been accumulated since the 103 

publication of the works by Pye and Tsoar, we attempt to provide a novel review of the topic. 104 

This is done by focusing on the critical evaluation of the most widely-used loess grain size 105 

proxies in order to improve their interpretations in Quaternary environmental change 106 
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reconstructions. This evaluation is aided by, and based on, high-quality and high-resolution 107 

datasets of bulk and quartz GS and magnetic susceptibility from a well-dated loess-paleosol 108 

record in Hungary. 109 

After discussing the methodology of grain size and magnetic susceptibility measurements in 110 

section 2, we provide a review of aeolian sediment mobilization, transport and deposition 111 

(section 3.1.) with particular emphasis on the substantial progress made over the past 25 112 

years, which is followed by an overview of the most widely-used loess grain size proxies and 113 

indices (section 3.2.). In the ‘Results and Discussion’ section (section 4) we build on the 114 

insights provided in section 3.1. to evaluate the GS proxies using bulk loess and quartz 115 

particle size data to obtain an improved understanding of how the different factors determine 116 

the major characteristics of loess particle size distributions. Basic questions we address 117 

include: 1) which, if any, grain size proxy best reflects wind speed variations, 2) what other 118 

factors exert control on the proxies, and 3) which proxies are the most powerful for tracking 119 

environmental changes on glacial/interglacial and millennial timescales? 120 

 121 

2. Material and methods 122 

2.1. Study site and sampling 123 

The studied loess-paleosol section is located at Dunaszekcső (Fig. 2), Southern Hungary, on 124 

the right bank of the Danube river (46°05'25"N, 18°45'45"E, and 135 m a.s.l.) and exposes 125 

last glacial-interglacial sediments with a thickness of 17 m. A detailed sedimentological 126 

description of the profile can be found in Újvári et al. (2014). In 2008, an enormous bank 127 

failure exposed the uppermost 15-20 m part of the ca. 70 m thick Quaternary loess-paleosol 128 

sequence at Dunaszekcső (Újvári et al., 2009), thereby allowing the sampling of a fresh 129 

profile. After cleaning of the sediment surface 314 samples were collected in 5 to 2 cm 130 

resolution for grain size and magnetic measurements. 131 
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 132 

2.2. Particle size measurement of bulk loess 133 

Before the laser diffraction measurements, 3 g of loess/paleosol samples were pretreated with 134 

10 ml 20% H2O2 and 10 ml 10% HCl to remove organic matter and carbonates. Subsequently, 135 

10 ml of 0.05 N Na(PO3)6 was added to the samples, which were finally ultrasonicated for 136 

about 1 min. These are chemically fully dispersed samples and all the presented bulk loess GS 137 

proxies are based on fully dispersed PSDs. For comparison, however, some loess samples 138 

were minimally dispersed, i.e. no chemical pretreatment was applied and the samples were 139 

mixed only with deionized water during the measurements. 140 

Grain size of bulk loess and paleosol samples was analyzed using a Malvern Instruments 141 

Mastersizer 3000 laser diffractometer with a Hydro LV wet dispersion unit having a 142 

measurement range of 0.01–3500 µm divided into 100 size bins. Two light sources were 143 

utilized, a red He–Ne laser at a wavelength of 0.633 mm and a blue LED at 0.470 mm. 144 

Diffracted light intensity was measured by 50 sensors over a wide range of angles. Constants 145 

of 1.33 for the refractive index of water, 1.544 for the refractive index of solid phases (valid 146 

for quartz, and most clay minerals and feldspars), and an absorption index of 0.1 was applied. 147 

The default acceptable range of obscuration on the Mastersizer 3000 is from 0.1 to 20%. We 148 

adopted a 15 to 20% range as a working obscuration target for our standard operating 149 

procedure. The Hydro LV pump unit has variable-speed capabilities to compensate for 150 

differences in particle size, density, or sample reservoir volume. In our experiments we 151 

maintained a pump speed of 2300–2700 rpm. The Mastersizer 3000 takes 1000 readings 152 

(snaps) per second and each measurement run was set to run for 10 seconds or 10,000 snaps. 153 

Bulk grain size analyses reported in this paper are the average of seven successive laser 154 

diffraction runs (total of 70,000 snaps). The recorded data were processed using the Malvern’s 155 
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Mastersizer 3000 software (version 3.10), which transformed the scattered light data to 156 

particle size information based on the Mie Scattering Theory. 157 

As an assessment of measurement uncertainties it must be noted that the applied optical 158 

parameter settings in laser diffraction may have considerable effects on the grain size results 159 

for some sediment types, in particular for the clay fractions (Varga et al., 2015). At the same 160 

time, the clay (<2 μm) content of sediments is typically underestimated by the laser 161 

diffraction method compared to other methods such as pipette analyses (Konert and 162 

Vandenberghe, 1997; Beuselinck et al., 1998; Mason et al., 2003, 2011; Polakowski et al., 163 

2014). 164 

 165 

2.3. Analysis of quartz grain size 166 

As a first step in quartz separation, air-dried bulk sediment samples (2 g each) were treated 167 

with 30% H2O2 (10 ml/sample) for 24 hours to remove organic matter. Subsequently, 50 ml of 168 

6N hydrochloric acid (HCl) was added and the solution boiled at 90-100 ºC for 1 hour to 169 

remove carbonates and iron oxides (Xiao et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2000). Quartz was isolated 170 

by the sodium pyrosulfate fusion-hydrofluorosilicic acid method (Syers et al., 1968). In this 171 

procedure 10 g of Na2S2O7 was mixed with 1 g of the pretreated samples and fused in ceramic 172 

crucibles to remove clay minerals, micas and other layer silicates. The resulting residue was 173 

washed 3 times with 10% HCl, then boiled with 0.5N NaOH for 2.5 minutes, washed again in 174 

10% HCl (3 times) and subsequently washed in distilled water. To remove feldspars and 175 

amorphous silica relics, the residue was treated with 20 ml of 30% H2SiF6 for 3 to 6 days at 176 

room temperature and finally washed with distilled water. The above procedure resulted in 177 

pure quartz separates without affecting the grain size, grain shape and surface textures of the 178 

quartz crystals, as has been proven by SEM imaging (Fig. 3). Quartz GS measurements were 179 

done using the same Malvern Mastersizer 3000 laser analyzer that was used for analyzing 180 
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bulk loess and paleosol samples. Samples were measured 3 times in wet dispersion mode and 181 

finally averaged to yield particle size distributions. 182 

All particle size statistics (mean: Ms, median: Md/D50, D90, etc.) and the volume percentage 183 

values of various grain size fractions for both bulk loess and the quartz separates were 184 

calculated from the Mastersizer 3000 software outputs using the latest, 8.0 version of 185 

GRADISTAT (Blott and Pye, 2001). 186 

 187 

2.4. Magnetic susceptibility measurements 188 

Mass-specific magnetic susceptibility (MS) was measured at two operating frequencies (0.47 189 

and 4.7 kHz) using an MS2B Dual Frequency Sensor linked to a Bartington Ltd. MS3 190 

Susceptibility Bridge. Sample powders were filled in 10 ml plastic containers and empty 191 

container and sample masses were measured using a Kern PCB 250-3 high precision balance 192 

(reproducibility: ±0.001 g). 193 

The absolute frequency-dependent susceptibility, χFD= χLF‒χHF, allows the determination of 194 

the concentration of magnetic particles over a small grain size window across the 195 

superparamagnetic (SP)/stable single domain (SSD) boundary (Liu et al., 2012). By changing 196 

the observation time (i.e. frequency) a fraction of SSD grains turn superparamagnetic at a 197 

decreased frequency causing a sharp increase in magnetic susceptibility (Maher, 1986; Heller 198 

et al., 1991; Dearing et al., 1996; Worm, 1998). Since these grains are thought to form in situ 199 

in soils during pedogenesis (Maher and Taylor, 1988; Zhou et al., 1990), χFD is considered as 200 

a proxy of pedogenesis (Heller et al., 1993; Maher and Thompson, 1995; Liu et al., 2007; 201 

Buggle et al., 2014). To calculate the magnetic susceptibility contribution from SP/SSD 202 

particles, called the pedogenic susceptibility (χP= χLF‒χB), we used an χLF vs. χFD diagram to 203 

estimate the background susceptibility (χB) representing the eolian detrital input (Forster et al., 204 

1994). From this diagram χB=1.82×10
‒7

 m
3
 kg

‒1
 (Fig. 4) and χP can be calculated, which 205 
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records pedogenesis quantitatively (Forster et al., 1994). Using the χP record, the effects of 206 

pedogenesis on grain size proxies can be separated from other factors. This can be done by 207 

examining the major down-profile variations and trends of χP qualitatively, and of course not 208 

on a quantitative basis. 209 

 210 

3. Background and theory 211 

3.1. The physics of loess particle mobilization, transport and deposition 212 

To reach robust and solid interpretations of loess PSD variations in the context of 213 

paleoenvironmental changes, the nature and characteristics of major factors exerting control 214 

on grain size distributions must be clearly understood. Such influential factors include the 215 

main flow characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer, the mobilization and transport 216 

modes of particles, and properties of soils and aeolian surfaces. These issues will be reviewed 217 

in this section below. Note, however, that in this paper we avoided discussing the production 218 

mechanisms of silt-sized mineral particles, but the interested reader is referred to works by 219 

Smalley and Vita Finzi (1968), Whalley et al. (1982), Wright and Smith (1993), Wright 220 

(1995, 2001), Smalley (1995), Assallay et al. (1998), Wright et al., (1998), Smith et al. 221 

(2002), and Muhs (2013). It must also be noted here that some of these mechanisms, such as 222 

frost weathering or granitoid weathering, produce quartz grains with different size 223 

characteristics. While frost weathering is capable of producing more silt-sized quartz grains, 224 

granitoid weathering profiles are often considered to be deficient in silt-sized material and 225 

rich in sand- and clay-sized particles (Wright, 2007). Subsequently, these grains are released 226 

to sedimentary systems by glacial, fluvial and/or aeolian erosion and become the starting 227 

material of loess formation. Although the effect of these production mechanisms on loess 228 

PSDs is likely to be diminished by sorting during aeolian transport and depositional 229 
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processes, they may still exert control on PSDs through sediment availability, as will be 230 

discussed below. 231 

 232 

3.1.1. Particle mobilization and transport by wind 233 

3.1.1.1. Wind, turbulence and shear stress in the atmospheric surface layer 234 

The layer of air that is strongly affected by the atmosphere-surface exchanges of momentum, 235 

energy and mass on time scales less than a day is called the atmospheric boundary layer, and 236 

has a typical depth of 1 km (Stull, 1988). In this layer the flow is turbulent (Greeley and 237 

Iversen, 1985; Wyngaard, 2010). The lowermost layer of the atmospheric boundary layer in 238 

which wind speed, temperature and aerosol concentration vary rapidly with height is named 239 

the atmospheric surface layer. In the atmospheric surface layer turbulent kinetic energy is 240 

generated mainly by wind shear, with a secondary contribution from buoyancy due to air 241 

heated at the surface, and dissipated through a cascade process from large to small eddies and 242 

eventually to molecular motion (Stull, 1988; Shao, 2008). Wind in this layer increases with 243 

height and horizontal wind momentum is transferred downwards by viscosity and turbulent 244 

eddies, where it is dissipated at the surface. This vertical flux of horizontal air momentum is 245 

also known as the wind shear stress and since momentum transfer in the flow is realized by 246 

both turbulent and molecular motions, the total wind shear stress equals to 247 

         (3.1) 

, where τR and τM are the Reynolds and viscous shear stress, respectively (Shao, 2008). 248 

Considering that the turbulent momentum flux exceeds the viscous momentum flux by several 249 

orders of magnitude for turbulent flows (White, 2006), the total shear stress is almost identical 250 

to the Reynold stress, i.e. (Stull, 1988) 251 

      
      

  
 

(3.2) 
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Here K, the eddy (or turbulent) viscosity quantifies the transport of momentum in turbulent 252 

flows and U(z) is the mean horizontal air velocity at a height z above the surface (Kok et al., 253 

2012). Under conditions of neutral atmospheric stability, the eddy viscosity can be written as 254 

(Prandtl, 1935; Stull, 1988) 255 

       (3.3) 

, where κ=0.4 is the von Kármán constant and 256 

          (3.4) 

is the friction (or shear) velocity (Greeley and Iversen, 1985), with ρa being the air density. It 257 

must be noted here that u  is not the speed of the airflow but another expression for the shear 258 

stress at the surface (Raupach and Lu, 2004; Shao, 2008). Using the above expressions, u* can 259 

be related to the mean wind speed U(z) at height z by the logarithmic law of the wall (also 260 

called the Prandtl-von Kármán equation; von Kármán, 1930; Prandtl, 1935; Coles, 1956; 261 

Stull, 1988) 262 

      
  
 
    

 

  
  

(3.5) 

, where z0 is the aerodynamic surface roughness. 263 

As mentioned above, turbulent flows are predominant in the atmospheric boundary layer, but 264 

very close to a smooth surface (see below) the flow is dominated by viscosity, meaning that 265 

most of the shear stress is produced through shearing of successive (laminar) fluid layers. This 266 

viscous or laminar sublayer has a typical thickness of ~0.5 mm for wind conditions relevant 267 

for aeolian transport (Stull, 1988; Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012). The exact thickness, and 268 

even the existence, of the viscous sublayer depends on the surface roughness, as denoted by 269 

the roughness Reynolds number (Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012) 270 

    
    
  

 
(3.6) 
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with Dr being the typical roughness element size, called the Nikuradse roughness, and νa 271 

being the kinematic viscosity of air (νa=µa/ρa, where µa is the dynamic viscosity of air). For 272 

closely and homogeneously packed, nearly spherical elements such as sand particles Dr≈Dp 273 

(particle diameter) and the surface roughness is ~Dp/30 (Greeley and Iversen, 1985; Kok et 274 

al., 2012). For Rer >∼ 60‒70, the turbulent mixing generated by the roughness elements is 275 

sufficient to destroy the viscous sublayer and the flow is termed aerodynamically rough 276 

(Nikuradse 1933). In contrast, for Rer <∼ 4‒5 the roughness elements are too small to 277 

substantially perturb the viscous sublayer and the flow is termed aerodynamically smooth 278 

(Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009; Kok et al., 2012). 279 

 280 

3.1.1.2. Threshold of particle motion 281 

Wind erosion and associated sediment entrainment on a surface occurs when aerodynamic lift 282 

and drag forces (FL and FD) acting on a stationary particle are able to overcome the gravity 283 

and inter-particle cohesive forces (FG, FC) resisting the sediment movement (Shao and Lu, 284 

2000). Particle lift-off is driven by FL and FD, and since these forces are related to the wind 285 

shear near the surface, they are also functions of the friction velocity, u* (Iversen and White, 286 

1982; Shao, 2008). The minimum velocity at which the wind erosion of a surface is initiated 287 

and exposed soil particles are set in motion called the threshold friction velocity, u*t (also 288 

called the fluid threshold shear velocity, Greeley and Iversen, 1985; Shao, 2008; Nickling and 289 

McKenna Neuman, 2009), which is affected by many factors including soil texture, soil 290 

moisture, soil salt content and mineralogy, surface crust and the distribution of vegetation and 291 

roughness elements (Shao and Lu, 2000). For soils with uniform and spherical particles 292 

spread loosely over a dry and bare surface, u*t can be expressed as a function of particle size. 293 

Simply considering the balance between the aerodynamic drag and the gravity force, Bagnold 294 

(1941) suggested an expression of u*t(d) 295 
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(3.7) 

, where g is acceleration due to gravity, ρp is particle density, and AB≈0.10 is an empirical 296 

coefficient. Later results by Iversen and White (1982) indicated that AB depends on cohesive 297 

forces and the particle friction Reynolds number at the threshold friction velocity, defined as 298 

     
     

  
 

(3.8) 

While equation (3.7) is thus in good agreement with the experimental data for >100 μm 299 

grains, it is unable to capture the u*t minimum at 75‒100 μm and its rapid increase with 300 

decreasing particle size, Dp (Fig. 5). Iversen et al. (1976) and Iversen and White (1982) 301 

recognized that this latter phenomenon is related to inter-particle cohesion and proposed an 302 

improved expression of u*t(d) (shown in Fig 5, but not detailed here) by including 303 

aerodynamic lift and inter-particle cohesion forces (FL, FC) beyond gravity and drag forces 304 

(FG and FD) considered by Bagnold (1941). Later on, by showing that AB is only weakly 305 

dependent on Re*t and arguing that the inter-particle cohesive force should be proportional to 306 

Dp
‒1

, Shao and Lu (2000) obtained a simple expression for calculating u*t 307 

       
     

  
    

 

    
 

(3.9) 

, with AN being 0.0123
1/2 

and γ being 3×10
‒4

 N m
‒1

 (Shao and Lu, 2000; Kok and Renno, 308 

2006). As shown in Fig. 5, in which the different threshold curves are compared with 309 

observed data, a minimum of the fluid threshold occurs at particle sizes of ~75‒100 μm. For 310 

larger particles, the balance between the aerodynamic forces and the gravity force determine 311 

the magnitude of the threshold friction velocity, while for smaller particles u*t is determined 312 

by the balance between the aerodynamic and cohesive forces. The occurrence of the threshold 313 

minimum at ~100 µm implies that relatively high wind speeds are required to 314 

aerodynamically lift dust particles (<20 µm). Since sand-sized and very coarse silt particles 315 
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are thus lifted well before dust is, dust aerosols (i.e. fine silt and clay particles in loess) are 316 

predominantly emitted by the impacts of saltating particles on the soil surface (Gillette et al., 317 

1974; Shao et al., 1993; Sow et al., 2009), which provide the necessary additional force to 318 

overcome inter-particle cohesive forces. However, as will be discussed later in section 3.1.1.9 319 

direct aerodynamic resuspension of dust may often occur without saltation (Loosmore and 320 

Hunt, 2000; Roney and White, 2004; Macpherson et al., 2008; Klose and Shao, 2014). 321 

Although the above expressions are useful to understand the underlying physics of particle 322 

mobilization, their applicability is limited to dry, bare surfaces of sand. A number of surface 323 

and soil-related factors are able to strongly affect the magnitude of u*t, including soil texture, 324 

soil moisture, salt concentration, surface crust and the presence of roughness elements on the 325 

surface such as vegetation. The effects of these factors are discussed below. 326 

 327 

3.1.1.3. Soil moisture effects on the fluid threshold 328 

The near-surface moisture content strongly contributes, through adhesion and capillary 329 

effects, to the binding forces keeping particles together and thereby inhibiting the initiation of 330 

particle motion (Chepil, 1956; Belly, 1964; McKenna Neuman and Nickling, 1989; Cornelis 331 

and Gabriels, 2003). Inter-particle cohesion in the two phase solid-air state results from 332 

electrostatic and van der Waals forces (Smalley, 1970), while bonding forces between two 333 

particles in the three-phase state solid–air–liquid (i.e. for wet sediments) are due to liquid-334 

bridge bonding (capillary forces) and adsorbed-layer bonding (adhesion forces) (Cornelis et 335 

al., 2003; Shao, 2008). In the Shao and Lu (2000) threshold model presented above in 336 

3.1.1.2., in which ideal conditions (dry soil, spherical particles) are assumed, the inter-particle 337 

forces, Fi, are attributed to only van der Waals and electrostatic forces and Fi is proportional 338 

to particle size, Dp, 339 

        (3.10) 
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, leading to Eq. (3.9). Considering the effect of soil moisture McKenna Neuman (2003) 340 

suggested a modified form of Eq. (3.10) as 341 

             (3.11) 

, with ψm being the matric potential (matric suction, in Pa), defined as the energy required to 342 

remove the capillary water to the vapor phase, and Ac is the contact area between adjacent 343 

grains. While the parameter βc includes the van der Waals and electrostatic forces, the second 344 

term represents capillary forces associated with soil moisture. Based on this modification, the 345 

threshold friction velocity under the influence of moisture, u*tw, can be written as 346 

          
     

  
    

  

    
 

(3.12) 

For further details on parameters A2 and γ’ included in Eq. (3.12) the reader is referred to 347 

McKenna Neuman (2003). 348 

For sandy soils the inter-particle forces contributed by adsorbed layers of water are negligible 349 

when the soil is relatively wet, while adsorbed water may have a significant influence in 350 

relatively dry, clayey soils. Thus, the model by McKenna Neuman and Nickling (1989) (not 351 

discussed here) and that of McKenna Neuman (2003) is applicable only to sandy soils. The 352 

McKenna Neuman and Nickling (1989) model was generalized by Fécan et al. (1999) for clay 353 

soils, obtaining the empirical expressions of 354 

                                                    for      (3.13) 

                                    for       

, where θv is the volumetric water content of soil, and the air-dry soil moisture, θv’, is related 355 

to the soil clay content, cs, through 356 

  
          

         (3.14) 

Although this parameterization ignores inter-particle adhesion forces, it is widely used in dust 357 

emission modeling (e.g. Zender et al., 2003). 358 
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While capillary forces caused by liquid-bridge bonding dominate at high soil moisture 359 

conditions, these forces are negligible at low humidity conditions (ψm<‒10 MPa; Tuller and 360 

Or, 2005), and thus adhesion forces are substantial for soils with either a high clay content 361 

and/or a low soil moisture content (Cornelis and Gabriels, 2003; Cornelis et al., 2004a; Ravi 362 

et al., 2004, 2006). In the model developed by Cornelis et al. (2004a), both the capillary and 363 

adhesion forces are included, and u*tw is given by 364 

         
     

  
    

(3.15) 

, where 365 

                   
 

           
       

   
   

      
    

  
     

   

(3.16) 

, with model parameters of ACo1, ACo2 and ACo3 being 0.013 N m
‒1

, 1.7×10
‒4

 N m
‒1

, and 366 

3×10
‒14

 N
‒1

 m
‒1

 (Cornelis et al., 2004a,b). ψmd is the matric potential at oven dryness (≈ ‒10
3
 367 

MPa), θg is gravimetric water content, θg is the gravimetric water content at ‒1.5 MPa, and γst 368 

is the surface tension of water (Cornelis et al., 2003, 2004a,b). As shown in Fig. 6 which 369 

represents measured data and three models including that of Cornelis et al. (2004a), soil 370 

moisture significantly affects the threshold friction velocity of different soil surfaces. 371 

Compared to their uniform oven-dried value of 0.31 m s
‒1

 the threshold friction velocities 372 

required to initiate particle motion for soils from loamy fine sand to clays are higher by 373 

~20‒220% for gravimetric water contents ranging from 1.2 to 16.4% (Selah and Fryrear, 374 

1995; Fig. 6a). 375 

Air-dry soils with soil matric potentials of ψm <‒30 to ‒100 MPa are characteristic for 376 

arid/semi-arid regions during the dry season (Ravi et al., 2004). For rainless periods of this 377 

season in such regions, which were major depositional areas of loess sediments during 378 
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glaciations (Pye, 1995), changes of the surface soil moisture are strongly related to air 379 

humidity fluctuations. Ravi et al. (2006) found that for relative humidity (RH) below 40% and 380 

above 65% u*t increases with air humidity for air-dry soils (Ravi et al., 2006). The reason for 381 

the increase of u*tw for RH>65% is that water starts condensing into liquid bridges from 382 

RH~65‒70% leading to an increase of inter-particle cohesive forces, and eventually u*tw. 383 

Indeed, measurements of the threshold friction velocity of five silt loams on the Columbia 384 

Plateau reveal that significant increase in u*tw occurs from ~6% gravimetric water content and 385 

matric potentials of ‒25 to ‒1 MPa (Sharratt et al., 2013). 386 

 387 

3.1.1.4. Temperature effects on the fluid threshold 388 

It was recognized early that the carrying capacity of a cold air stream of a given velocity is 389 

higher than that of a warm one (Selby et al., 1973; Pye and Tsoar, 1990), as the aerodynamic 390 

drag force, FD, 391 

         
   

  (3.17) 

is directly proportional to air density ρa, which increases as temperature drops (Greeley and 392 

Iversen, 1985; McKenna Neuman, 1993, 2003; Shao, 2008). With cooling, the kinematic 393 

viscosity of air, νa, decreases and since KD, which is a dimensionless coefficient of order 394 

1‒10, is viscosity dependent at low particle friction Reynolds numbers (Re*t<3.5) the 395 

magnitude of FD is affected by viscosity, but its effect on FD is opposite to that of air density 396 

(McKenna Neuman, 2003; Shao, 2008). Interestingly, it was shown in wind tunnel 397 

experiments of McKenna Neuman (2003) that KD is unaffected by the reduced kinematic 398 

viscosity at lower temperatures. This was explained with the observation that both νa and u*t 399 

were found to decrease by 20‒30% with reduced temperatures and this way the temperature 400 

effect ‘cancels out’ in the Reynolds number (McKenna Neuman, 2003). Although it thus 401 

seems that the drag force is not affected by the reduced viscosity of air at lower temperatures 402 
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through KD at low Reynolds numbers, it plays a role in modifying the turbulent wake shed by 403 

individual particles (McKenna Neuman, 2003). 404 

A further effect of lower temperatures on the threshold friction velocity is associated with the 405 

reduced inter-particle cohesion. The wind tunnel experiments by McKenna Neuman (2003) 406 

demonstrated that the primary effect of climate on the fluid threshold is through the inter-407 

particle cohesion force. This is because cooling reduces the amount of water vapor in air and 408 

also the matric potential at which this water adsorbed on surface particles. In the study cited 409 

above, the critical tractive stress (         
 ) was found to be lower by 25‒30% at ‒12 ºC as 410 

compared to 32 ºC. Evidence from the McKenna Neuman (2003) experiments reveal that 411 

colder airflows of a given velocity are able to entrain larger particles than warmer winds of 412 

the same velocity. Since particles are set in motion at lower threshold friction velocities 413 

aeolian surfaces are more active at lower temperatures, i.e. particle transport is less 414 

intermittent (see section 3.1.1.8., and Stout and Zobeck, 1997). 415 

Loess deposits were formed during glacial periods characterized by significant surface 416 

cooling and reduction of precipitation, reaching 5-10 ºC and 100-300 mm for the mid-latitude 417 

loess regions during the LGM (Kageyama et al., 2006; Ramstein et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007; 418 

Bartlein et al., 2011). Based on the discussion above, coarser loess grain size may at least 419 

partly be explained by decreasing air temperatures during glaciations, while considerable 420 

drops in both temperature and rainfall may have led to more frequent and larger dust 421 

emissions from aeolian surfaces, and consequently, increased loess sedimentation. 422 

 423 

3.1.1.5. Surface crust, soil salts and the fluid threshold 424 

As moisture evaporates from a soil, discrete sedimentary particles are able to aggregate into 425 

erosion-resistant structural units that may finally form a continuous sheet, known as surface 426 

crust (Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009). Early work by Gillette et al. (1980, 1982) 427 
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demonstrated that even a weak crust (modulus of rupture, Mr≥0.07 MPa) is able to protect the 428 

soil surface and increase the threshold friction velocity. Crust strength was shown to be 429 

dependent on soil clay content and CaCO3 strengthened the crust proportional to the soil’s 430 

clay fraction. While the majority of CaCO3 is found mostly as inactive clasts or inert particles 431 

in the soil, it often acts as binding agent once some fractions of CaCO3 are solubilized, for 432 

instance following a precipitation event. 433 

Wind tunnel tests performed on fine sand revealed that even low concentrations of soluble 434 

salts (0‒7 mg NaCl or KCl/g soil) increases the fluid threshold shear velocity by the formation 435 

of cement-like bonds between individual grains (Nickling and Ecclestone, 1981). In a 436 

subsequent study, Nickling (1984) demonstrated that CaCl2 and MgCl2 are somewhat more 437 

effective in increasing the threshold friction velocity than NaCl and KCl. For both the mono- 438 

and divalent salts exponential relationships were found between salt concentration and u*t. At 439 

lower concentrations (<~2.5 mg), salt forms cement-like bonds at the solid to solid contacts, 440 

while at higher concentrations the precipitate begins to fill the pore space and encases the soil 441 

grains. The encased aggregates protrude into the air stream and finally they will be entrained 442 

at lower shear velocities as a result of increased fluid drag. This process may lead to an 443 

increasing supply of grains into the air stream and the destabilization of the crust. 444 

Beyond clay- and salt crusts, biological crusts can also increase the threshold friction velocity. 445 

Polysaccharides extruded by cyanobacteria and microfungi entrap and bind soil particles 446 

together, and filamentous growths entangle loose particles together thereby creating soil 447 

aggregates (Belnap and Gardner, 1993; McKenna Neuman et al., 1996; Belnap, 2003). As 448 

shown by Belnap and Gillette (1998), even a thin cyanobacterial crust on a sandy surface is 449 

able to more than double the threshold friction velocity (from 0.3 to 0.7‒0.8 m s
‒1

), while u*t 450 

for sandy soils covered with either a thick cyanobacterial or a well-developed lichen crust is 451 

~8‒15 times higher than a sandy soil with no crust. Obviously, the sediment transport rate and 452 
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also dust emissions from a soil is strongly dependent on the presence or absence of surface 453 

crust and its destruction as affected by particle impact (Zobeck, 1991; Rice et al., 1996, 1997; 454 

Rice and McEwan, 2001; Houser and Nickling, 2001; Eldridge and Leys, 2003; Rajot et al., 455 

2003; Goossens, 2004; McKenna Neuman et al., 2005; Langston and McKenna Neuman, 456 

2005; O’Brien and McKenna Neuman, 2012). The presence of a soil crust does not only 457 

influence mineral particle emissions from aeolian surfaces in potential loess source areas, but 458 

biological crusts are assumed to be central to loess formation by acting as dust traps and 459 

preventing erosion (Svircev et al., 2013). 460 

 461 

3.1.1.6. Roughness elements and the fluid threshold 462 

While the inertial sublayer of the atmospheric boundary layer can be described by the 463 

logarithmic wind profile (Eq. 3.5) where the flow is fully developed and turbulent with 464 

neutral stability, this profile is altered over surfaces covered by tall and/or dense vegetation or 465 

other large roughness elements like boulders (Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009; King et 466 

al., 2005). In such cases, the wind velocity profile is displaced upwards and given by 467 

      
  
 
    

   

  
  

(3.18) 

, where d is the zero plane displacement height representing the upward displacement of the 468 

mean momentum sink (Jackson, 1981). Both the surface roughness (z0) and d are functions of 469 

height, density, shape and flexibility of roughness elements (Thom, 1971). The layer below 470 

the mean momentum sink is called the roughness sublayer having a spatially uniform flow 471 

characteristic if roughness is dense and an increasingly heterogeneous flow as the roughness 472 

becomes sparser. A measure of the effect of roughness elements on the flow regime is the 473 

roughness density, λ 474 

  
      

 
 

(3.19) 
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, where nr is the number of roughness elements of width br and height hr per unit surface area 475 

S (Marshall, 1971; Raupach et al., 1993). Downwind of a single object in an airflow, a wake 476 

or sheltering region develops as the element sheds eddies causing flow separation and 477 

deceleration. When elements are widely spaced (low values of λ), the wake created by the 478 

element fully develops and does not impinge on adjacent elements. Such a flow is termed 479 

isolated roughness flow, while wake interference flow develops when the wake is somewhat 480 

imposed on the other elements (Lee and Soliman, 1977). For small enough spacing (high 481 

values of λ), the wake regions completely overlap over the surface and skimming flow occurs. 482 

Since roughness elements reduce the wind stress on the erodible surface by absorbing a 483 

fraction of the downward momentum flux from the airflow above (Raupach et al., 1993), the 484 

threshold friction velocity of a surface with roughness present, u*tr, will be higher than for a 485 

bare soil surface, u*t. An approach to quantify roughness effects on the threshold friction 486 

velocity is through the threshold friction velocity ratio, Rt=u*t/u*tr (Gillette and Stockton, 487 

1989), which has its relationship to the dynamics of shear stress (drag) partition on a rough 488 

surface (Raupach et al., 1993). The drag partition theory of Schlichting (1936) states that the 489 

total wind stress (τT) on a roughened surface is the sum of the stress absorbed by the bare 490 

surface (τS) and the roughness elements (τRE) 491 

          (3.20) 

The drag partition was found in experiments by Marshall (1971) to be mostly dependent on λ 492 

and only slightly on the shape and arrangement of roughness elements. Based on the works 493 

and findings above, Raupach (1992) and Raupach et al. (1993) obtained an expression for Rt 494 

   
   
    

  
 

              
 

(3.21) 

, where σ is the basal to frontal area ratio of the roughness element, β=CR/CS is the ratio of 495 

drag coefficient of a roughness element (CR) and the bare soil (CS), and m is a parameter that 496 
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accounts for the spatial non-uniformity of surface shear stress distribution. Subsequent tests 497 

and evaluations of the Raupach et al. (1993) model further refined values of the β and m 498 

parameters (Musick et al., 1996; Wolfe and Nickling, 1996; Crawley and Nickling, 2003), and 499 

revealed its good predictive capacity for wind tunnel experiments using solid objects, but less 500 

favorable performance in field environments (King et al., 2005). Extensions of the model for 501 

high roughness densities (λ>1) and an improvement in model formulation were presented in 502 

Shao and Yang (2008) and Walter et al. (2012). 503 

A major cause of the discrepancies between model predictions and field measurements of the 504 

threshold friction velocity ratio or the horizontal sediment flux is that the effects of the spatial 505 

distribution (Okin and Gillette, 2001), porosity, complex geometry and flexibility of 506 

vegetation on the drag partition are not captured by roughness density, λ. For instance, Gillies 507 

et al. (2002) demonstrated that vegetation has greater potential to absorb momentum than 508 

solid elements because of its porous and flexible nature. Air flow through the vegetation 509 

creates different wake characteristics than does air flow through solid objects, and the shear 510 

stress increases from a small value immediately downwind of a plant and asymptotically 511 

approaches the surface shear stress further downwind, thereby creating an area of reduced, but 512 

not zero shear stress (Okin, 2008). Using the data of Bradley and Mulhearn (1983), Okin 513 

(2008) defines a 90% shear stress recovery within a downwind distance of 10 times the plant 514 

height in broad agreement with observations of Minvielle et al. (2003). The new model for 515 

shear stress partitioning on vegetated surfaces by Okin (2008) utilizes knowledge of the 516 

unvegetated gap size to characterize the spatial variability of shear stress on the surface and is 517 

able to simulate significant horizontal particle flux at high lateral cover, which is consistent 518 

with observations. 519 

The role of vegetation as a dust trap in loess formation was recognized early (Pye, 1995), but 520 

its influence on loess particle mobilization and horizontal dust transport is less well 521 
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understood. Loess landscapes during the last glacial period were mainly characterized by 522 

boreal forest steppe to open steppe/grassland with mosaic-like shrub vegetation (Willis et al., 523 

2000; Rudner and Sümegi, 2001; Sümegi and Krolopp, 2002; Willis and Andel, 2004; Jiang 524 

and Ding, 2005; Sümegi et al., 2013; Feurdean et al., 2014; Magyari et al., 2014). Grasslands 525 

are significant dust sources (Shinoda et al., 2011), and the horizontal dust mass flux for 526 

grasslands was found to be an order of magnitude higher than for forest ecosystems 527 

(Breshears et al., 2003). At the same time, the spatial patterns of sediment erosion and 528 

deposition around grassy vegetation were found to be mosaic-like and different for various 529 

canopy densities depending on the different flow regimes created by the vegetation elements 530 

(Suter-Burri et al., 2013). This implies that the spatial patterns of grassy vegetation may also 531 

have had a profound influence on the grain size distributions of loess sediments during the 532 

wind-driven erosion-deposition events. 533 

 534 

3.1.1.7. Modes of transport 535 

Loess particle diameters fall within a size range of 0.1 to ~500‒700 micron. From the point of 536 

view of transport properties particles with diameters of >0.2 μm are considered to be in the 537 

continuum regime with Knudsen number, defined as 538 

          (3.22) 

, lower than 1. In this regime the gas appears to the particle as a continuum because the 539 

particle diameters greatly exceeds λa, the mean free path of air molecules (0.0639 μm at 15 °C 540 

and 50% RH; Jennings, 1988), so the usual equations of continuum mechanics, and not those 541 

of statistical mechanics, apply (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988). 542 

Once airborne, the extent to which the wind affects particle trajectories is determined by 543 

particle inertia, drift/gravity and drag forces (Csanady, 1963; Raupach, 2002). Gravity gives 544 

heavy particles a settling velocity relative to the fluid causing them to continually change their 545 
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fluid environment (Raupach, 2002). Greater inertia of heavy particles causes them to respond 546 

more slowly to accelerations than the fluid and the velocity history of a particle will differ 547 

from a gas particle (Csanady, 1963). In a given turbulent wind field, smaller particles follow 548 

the motions of air more closely than the larger ones because the characteristic time required 549 

for the particle to respond to a change in wind speed, defined as (Anderson, 1987; Flagan and 550 

Seinfeld, 1988), 551 

   
     

  

  
   

    
 

(3.23) 

, where Cc is the Cunningham slip correction factor which accounts for non-continuum effects 552 

Rader (1990), decreases with decreasing particle size. 553 

In the absence of turbulence, the particle vertical velocity will approach its settling, or 554 

terminal velocity, wt, which is the highest velocity attainable by an object in free fall. It occurs 555 

once the sum of the drag force (FD) and buoyancy equals the downward force of gravity (FG) 556 

acting on the object. Since the net force on the object is zero it experiences zero acceleration 557 

(            ; where        is the average vertical velocity of the particle; Anderson, 1987; 558 

Malcolm and Raupach, 1991; Shao, 2008), and wt is 559 

    
     

  

    

         
 

(3.24) 

, where Cd is the drag coefficient, which depends on the particle terminal velocity Reynolds 560 

number 561 

             (3.25) 

(Malcolm and Raupach, 1991; Chen and Fryrear, 2001; Durán et al., 2011). An explicit 562 

analytical solution of Eq. 3.24 valid in the Stokes regime (Rept<1 = Dp<~25 μm, with 563 

Cd=24/Rept) is given by 564 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buoyancy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acceleration
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(3.26) 

, which is the Stokes Law equation (Malcolm and Raupach, 1991; Durán et al., 2011). Since 565 

Cd depends on wt through Rept, Eq. 3.24 must be solved numerically for Rept>1. By finding an 566 

empirical expression of Cd(Rept) appropriate for Rept<2×10
5
, such as the Schiller-Naumann 567 

drag expression (Loth, 2008) 568 

   
  

    
           

       
(3.27) 

and using that (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988) 569 

      
  

 

 

  
           

  
 

 
(3.28) 

, wt can be calculated numerically for the whole range of particle sizes in loess. Such a 570 

solution together with other expressions for wt and measured values of natural sands are 571 

shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from this figure and demonstrated by Eqs. 3.24 and 3.26 wt is 572 

proportional to Dp
2
 for small particles (Rept<1) and Dp

1/2
 for larger (Shao, 2008). In fact, the 573 

fall velocity is influenced by both the aerodynamic properties of particles (surface area, shape, 574 

density) and the fluid properties (density and viscosity; Malcolm and Raupach, 1991; Chen 575 

and Fryrear, 2001; Farrell and Sherman, 2015). For two particles having the same size and 576 

shape, but different density the heavier (more dense) will settle faster, while for two particles 577 

with the same mass and density, the one with a larger surface area will settle slower (Farrell 578 

and Sherman, 2015). 579 

Transport modes of particles are determined by the balance between the terminal velocity and 580 

the mean Lagrangian vertical velocity at which air parcels are dispersed upward by turbulence 581 

(Shao, 2008). Under neutral atmospheric conditions the latter is approximately κu* (Raupach 582 

and Lu, 2004, Shao, 2008) and particles tend to move dispersively, i.e. in suspension, if wt<< 583 

κu*. Pure suspension, in which particles essentially move with the fluid, occurs when the 584 
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particle’s terminal velocity is small compared to the friction velocity (Tsoar and Pye, 1987). 585 

Gillette et al. (1974) have found that the upper limit of pure suspension is wt/u*≈0.12 to 0.7, 586 

while Tsoar and Pye (1987) further subdivided this for short-term (0.1< wt/u*<0.7) and long-587 

term suspension regimes (wt/u*<0.1; Fig. 8). The residence time of long-term suspended dust 588 

(<~20 µm) particles may be days or weeks and they can be transported thousands of 589 

kilometers from source regions (Tsoar any Pye, 1987, Pye, 1987). Pure saltation, when the 590 

particle trajectories are not affected by the vertical turbulent velocity fluctuations, occurs from 591 

wt/u*>~1‒2 (Tsoar and Pye, 1987; Shao, 2008; Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009), and 592 

these larger particles saltate following ballistic trajectories (Ungar and Haff, 1987; Anderson 593 

and Haff, 1988). A sharp boundary between saltation and pure suspension does not exist and 594 

particles having semi-random trajectories (~70‒150 µm; Anderson, 1987; Kok et al., 2012) 595 

influenced by both inertia and terminal velocity are considered to be transported in modified 596 

saltation (0.7< wt/u*<1; Hunt and Nalpanis, 1985; Nalpanis, 1985). As seen in Fig. 8, the 597 

transport modes of particles having different size are strongly dependent on the friction 598 

velocity, i.e. the intensity of atmospheric turbulence. For instance, a quartz particle with a 599 

diameter of 70 µm may be transported in saltation or modified saltation in flows with weak 600 

wind shear and turbulence, as well as transported in short-term suspension in airflows with 601 

strong friction and turbulence. 602 

 603 

3.1.1.8. Saltation under transport- and supply-limited conditions 604 

Once the wind shear stress reaches a critical value, called the fluid threshold (Bagnold, 1941), 605 

a small number of particles are aerodynamically lifted into the air stream. Over flat, bare, dry 606 

sand surfaces the very fine and fine sand population (~70‒250 µm) is the first to be moved by 607 

wind. After lifting, these particles are accelerated by the airflow into ballistic trajectories and 608 

bounce along the surface in a series of hops (Bagnold, 1941; Greeley and Iversen, 1985; 609 
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Anderson and Haff, 1988; Nalpanis et al., 1993). After a few hops, some of these particles 610 

gain sufficient kinetic energy to eject or splash other particles from the soil to the air, with 611 

high-energy rebounds forming the saltation population and low-energy recoils the creeping or 612 

reptating population (Ungar and Haff, 1987). The newly ejected grains with high kinetic 613 

energy move downwind, impact the surface and eject an even larger number of stationary 614 

particles, causing an exponential increase in the number of grains in motion during the early 615 

stage of the saltation process (Bagnold, 1941; Ungar and Haff, 1987; Anderson and Haff, 616 

1988, 1991; McEwan and Willets, 1991; Sorensen, 1991; Shao and Raupach, 1992). As more 617 

and more particles are entrained into the air, saltating particles extract momentum from the 618 

airflow and transfer this acquired momentum to the surface, thereby reducing the mean wind 619 

speed and increasing the surface roughness (Owen, 1964; Raupach, 1991; Shao and Raupach, 620 

1992; McEwan and Willets, 1993; McKenna Neuman and Nickling, 1994; Shao and Li, 1999; 621 

Pähtz et al., 2012). The loss of fluid momentum limits the entrainment capacity of the flow 622 

and the particle ejection rate leading to an equilibrium state, called steady state saltation 623 

(Anderson and Haff, 1988), during which the particle concentration stays constant. 624 

Consequently, on average, each impacting grain produces a single outgoing grain during a 625 

collision with the bed, either by rebound or ejection (Ungar and Haff, 1987; Anderson and 626 

Haff, 1991, Kok and Renno, 2009; Durán et al., 2011). The properties of steady state saltation 627 

are largely determined by the splash process (Kok et al., 2012). Furthermore, since particle 628 

ejections through the splash process is more efficient than through aerodynamic drag (Owen, 629 

1964; Mitha et al., 1986; Ungar and Haff, 1987; Raupach, 1991), saltation can be maintained 630 

at friction velocities 15‒20% below the fluid threshold; this minimum shear velocity to 631 

sustain saltation is termed the impact threshold (Bagnold, 1941; Nickling and McKenna 632 

Neuman, 2009; Kok, 2010; Durán et al., 2011). 633 
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While it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide an overview on the details of grain-bed 634 

interactions or the role of electrostatic forces and mid-air collisions in saltation (the interested 635 

reader is referred to reviews by Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009 and Kok et al., 2012 636 

and references therein), some other aspects such as particle speed, saltation grain size and 637 

streamwise saltation flux under transport- and supply-limited conditions must be discussed. 638 

An aeolian transport system is considered transport-limited if the saltation flux is controlled 639 

only by the availability of wind momentum; that is, the surface can supply an unlimited 640 

amount of sediment. By contrast, in a supply-limited situation the amount of saltation flux is 641 

not controlled by the availability of wind momentum, but rather by the ability of the surface to 642 

supply grains to the airstream (Shao, 2008; Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009; Kok et al., 643 

2012). In a transport-limited system and for steady state saltation, the speed of energetic 644 

particles moving higher up in the saltation layer increases with higher friction velocities, 645 

while the mean particle impact speed (       ) at the surface is independent of u* (Rasmussen and 646 

Sorensen, 2008; Creyssels et al., 2009, Kok and Renno, 2009; Ho et al., 2011; Durán et al., 647 

2011; Kok et al., 2012). At the same time, as shown explicitly by the simulations of Kok et al. 648 

(2014), the probability distribution of particle speeds at the surface broadens with increasing 649 

friction velocity and therefore an increasing fraction of impacting particles has very large 650 

impact speeds. Since larger particles require greater impact speeds to be splashed into 651 

saltation, the number of large particles entering saltation increases with friction velocity, 652 

causing a size shift of the saltation size distribution towards larger particle sizes (Kok and 653 

Renno, 2009), although in general the saltation size distribution in the range of 100‒500 µm 654 

roughly matches the parent soil size distribution (Williams, 1964; Namikas, 2006; Kok and 655 

Renno, 2009; Kok et al., 2012). In contrast to transport-limited saltation where the mean 656 

impact speed of saltators remains constant with u*,         does increase with u* for supply-657 

limited conditions (Houser and Nickling, 2001; Ho et al., 2011), more likely resulting in a size 658 
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shift of the saltation size distribution towards larger particle sizes with increasing friction 659 

velocities. 660 

A basic measure of saltation is the vertically integrated streamwise saltation flux, Qs (in kg 661 

m
‒1

 s
‒1

; e.g. Shao, 2008), which is the integral over height z of the streamwise sand flux 662 

density, q(z) (in kg m
‒2

 s
‒1

; Raupach and Lu, 2004) 663 

          
 

 

 
(3.29) 

On experimental and theoretical grounds, Bagnold (1941) proposed that Qs is proportional to 664 

the cube of the wind speed, and that 665 

      
  

    

  
 
  
  

(3.30) 

, with CB=1.8 for naturally graded sand and where D250 is a reference diameter of 250 µm. 666 

The subsequent models of Kawamura (1951) 667 

     
  
 
  
    

   
  
    

   
  
 
 

 
(3.31) 

, where CK=2.78, and Owen (1964) or Lettau and Lettau (1978), just to mention some, all 668 

assumed that particle speed scales with u* and Qs with u*
3
. The latest model by Durán et al. 669 

(2011) and Kok et al. (2012) for transport-limited saltation proposed that 670 

      
  
 
     

    
   
 

   
  

(3.32) 

, where CDK≈5, based on the observation that mean particle speed is independent of u* (Ungar 671 

and Haff, 1987; Durán et al., 2011; Ho et al., 2011). While Kawamura’s model predicts the 672 

highest, this latest model predicts the lowest mass fluxes in relatively good accordance with 673 

observations (Fig. 9, for more details the reader is referred to Kok et al., 2012 and Sherman et 674 

al., 2013). 675 
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In supply-limited situations, however, Qs is linearly proportional to the wind speed rather than 676 

to the cube as suggested e.g. by Raupach and Lu (2004). A recent study by de Vries et al. 677 

(2014) confirms the linear relationship between Qs and the wind speed, and in general the 678 

streamwise saltation flux is much lower in supply-limited situations as demonstrated by the 679 

data of Macpherson et al. (2008) (Fig. 10). Such a dependency implies that sediment transport 680 

is primarily governed by the supply and it is much less dependent on the variability of wind 681 

speed. This is important as most natural surfaces are supply-limited, including loess source 682 

regions and loess-covered surfaces themselves (Sweeney and Mason, 2013), owing to surface 683 

moisture and crust development (Nickling and McKenna Neuman, 2009). 684 

This and other factors like temporal fluctuations of the instantaneous wind speed and direction 685 

cause the saltation to be intermittent (see Stout and Zobeck, 1997 and references therein). 686 

Saltation intermittency can be quantified by the relative wind strength index, defined as  687 

             (3.33) 

, with   and σU being the mean wind speed and its standard deviation (Stout and Zobeck, 688 

1997). For sw<0, the mean wind speed is below the threshold shear velocity (  <u*t) and only 689 

occasional gusts may exceed u*t thereby initiating and sustaining saltation for a short period of 690 

time. If sw>0 (i.e.   >u*t), saltation is maintained for longer periods interrupted by short events 691 

of no transport. For situations where sw=0 (  =u*t), wind fluctuations exceed both the mean 692 

wind speed and the threshold at the same time and saltation begins. Clearly, natural surfaces 693 

possess a range of thresholds varying over short time scales in response to temporal and 694 

spatial variability of surface conditions and soil grain size, as well as the fluctuating wind 695 

speed (Nickling, 1988; Wiggs et al., 2004). Saltation over loess surfaces was found to be 696 

intermittent to non-existent and the threshold friction velocity of sand exceeded that of silt 697 

particles (Sweeney and Mason, 2013). This implies that saltation may have played a 698 

subordinate role in particle transport over loess landscapes. However, saltation transport may 699 
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have been dominant over floodplains adjacent to sites of loess accumulation and over desert 700 

surfaces, both of which acted as major suppliers of sand-sized particles to loess sediments 701 

(floodplain: Stevens et al., 2010, 2013b; Újvári et al., 2012, 2014; Újvári and Klötzli, 2015; 702 

desert: Sun, 2002; Yang and Ding, 2008; Lu et al., 2011). 703 

 704 

3.1.1.9. Dust emission and resuspension mechanisms 705 

Dust particles that are generally <10–20 μm in diameter can be picked up by wind and 706 

transported hundreds to thousands of kilometers from their source regions (Pye, 1987). In 707 

general, three dust emission mechanisms are distinguished (Shao, 2008): direct aerodynamic 708 

entrainment/resuspension (Chepil, 1951, 1965; Loosemore and Hunt, 2000), saltation 709 

bombardment/sandblasting (Chepil, 1965; Gillette et al., 1974; Shao et al., 1993; Alfaro et al., 710 

1997; Eames and Dalziel, 2000) and disaggregation/auto-abrasion (Shao, 2008). Dust 711 

emission rate, Fd, which is the vertical mass flux of airborne dust in the atmospheric surface 712 

layer, arises from these three mechanisms as (Shao, 2008) 713 

                  (3.34) 

As shown in section 3.1.1.2., a minimum of fluid threshold occurs at a grain size of 70‒80 μm 714 

and it is thought in general that increasing cohesive forces prevent dust particles from being 715 

directly lifted by wind. There is a growing body of evidence, however, that dust aerosols are 716 

often emitted at shear velocities well below the fluid threshold values observed for saltation, 717 

purely as a consequence of aerodynamic resuspension (Loosemore and Hunt, 2000; Kjelgaard 718 

et al., 2004; Roney and White, 2004; Macpherson et al., 2008; Klose and Shao, 2012; 719 

Sweeney and Mason, 2013). In wind-tunnel experiments using a smoothed dust bed, 720 

Loosemore and Hunt (2000) found that a long-term steady dust flux occurs in the absence of 721 

saltation that can be given by 722 

          
  (3.35) 
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, where Fd,a is in μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

 and u* is in m s
‒1

. As shown in Fig. 10a, this long-term dust flux is 723 

relatively small compared to dust emission rates from undisturbed and disturbed supply-724 

limited desert and loess surfaces involving aerodynamic resuspension of loose surface dust 725 

(Macpherson et al., 2008; Sweeney and Mason, 2013). Using a portable wind tunnel over 726 

supply-limited desert surfaces, Macpherson et al. (2008) found that dust release through 727 

aerodynamic lifting is dependent on surface disturbance and the availability of fine, loose 728 

surface material. This latter finding is consistent with observations made by Nickling and 729 

Gillies (1993) and Sweeney and Mason (2013, see their Fig 7). Furthermore, Macpherson et 730 

al. (2008) recognized that supply-limited environments have the potential for multiple 731 

resuspension events and their active emission behavior is dependent on surface disturbance 732 

and wind speed fluctuations. While dust emissions are dominated by saltation impact during 733 

dust storms that are high-magnitude, low frequency events, emissions from supply-limited 734 

surfaces during low-magnitude, high-frequency events are often controlled by direct 735 

aerodynamic entrainment (Macpherson et al., 2008). 736 

Although aerodynamic lifting can often produce considerable dust emissions from arid/semi-737 

arid regions (undisturbed surfaces: Fd,a ~ 10‒200 μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

, Fig. 10a), saltation bombardment 738 

is able to induce an order of magnitude higher dust production (Fd,s ~ 100‒3000 μg m
‒2

 s
‒1

, 739 

Fig. 10b; Shao et al., 1993; Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012, 2014a). In this latter process, dust 740 

aerosols are emitted through the transfer of kinetic energy of impacting particles onto soil 741 

aggregates, and dust emissions are mainly dependent on saltation intensity (saltator flux and 742 

kinetic energy) and dust binding strength (Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012, 2014). Since dust 743 

production requires saltation as an intermediate process, the vertical dust flux is often 744 

considered to be proportional to the streamwise saltation flux as 745 

  
    
  

 
(3.36) 
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, where α is the abrasion or sandblasting efficiency (Gillette, 1977; Shao et al., 1993). 746 

Abrasion efficiency was found to be positively correlated with saltator/soil aggregate size 747 

(Shao et al., 1993; Alfaro et al., 2004), the velocity of saltating grains (kinetic energy: 748 

Zobeck, 1991; Rice et al., 1996; Rice and McEwan, 2001; or momentum: Houser and 749 

Nickling, 2001), and the availability of <10 μm particulate material (Marticorena and 750 

Bergametti, 1995; Alfaro et al., 1997; Houser and Nickling, 2001; Alfaro, 2008), while 751 

inversely correlated with surface crusting (Rice et al., 1997; Houser and Nickling, 2001) and 752 

surface disturbance (Houser and Nickling, 2001). Experiments by Rice et al. (1996) and 753 

Gordon and McKenna Neuman (2009) reveal that particles retain ~80 percent of their impact 754 

velocity during collisions with crusted surfaces, but only 40 to 65 percent on loose, 755 

unconsolidated beds, demonstrating that the loose bed absorbs more momentum and energy 756 

from the impacting sand particles, which is one of the contributing factors to why surface 757 

disturbance decreases the susceptibility of the surface to abrasion. 758 

Several models have been proposed to relate the vertical dust flux to surface friction velocity, 759 

and in these models the dust emission rate is usually proportional to u*
n
 with n=~3‒4 760 

(Borrmann and Jaenicke, 1987; Gillette and Passi 1988; Shao et al., 1993; Nickling and 761 

Gillies, 1993; Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Kok et al., 2014a). For instance, the model 762 

of Gillette and Passi (1988), and Shao et al. (1993) predict, respectively, 763 

          
            (3.37) 

         
       

    
   (3.38) 

, where αGP and αs are dimensional constants. 764 

More recently, Kok et al. (2014b) developed a new dust emission scheme (referred to as K14) 765 

that, in contrast to previous models, accounts for the decrease in dust production per saltator 766 

impact that occurs as the soil becomes less erodible. Indeed, K14 shows better agreement 767 

against a compilation of dust flux measurements than the previous schemes of Gillette and 768 
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Passi (1988) and Marticorena and Bergametti (1995), both of which are widely used in 769 

climate models (Huneeus et al., 2011). Furthermore, the implementation of K14 into the 770 

Community Earth System Model produces an improved simulation of the dust cycle (Kok et 771 

al. 2014b). As shown in Fig. 10b, large variability exists in the saltation-induced vertical dust 772 

flux, which can mostly be attributed to variations in soil erodibility and saltation fluid 773 

threshold (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995; Shao, 2008; Kok et al., 2012, 2014a). 774 

Central in this discussion is the size distribution of dust aerosols released by the three 775 

mechanisms mentioned above, so we briefly touch upon this issue. The dust production model 776 

(DPM) by Alfaro et al. (1997) assumes that sandblasting results in the vertical flux of fine 777 

(<20 μm, PM20) mineral particles being a mixture, in various proportions, of three separate 778 

lognormally distributed populations with median diameters of 1.5, 6.7 and 14.2 μm (Alfaro et 779 

al., 1998). Both the size characteristics of these three PM20 populations and the binding 780 

energies of PM20 particles within soil aggregates were found to be independent of the soil 781 

texture and mineral composition (Alfaro et al., 1998; Alfaro, 2008). While the largest 782 

population of PM20 particles could be released even at low wind speeds, it took increasingly 783 

larger energies to produce the finer populations. This was interpreted by considering that the 784 

binding energy of the fine particle populations within the soil aggregates was a decreasing 785 

function of their size (Alfaro et al., 1997, 1998; Alfaro and Gomes, 2001). Since the rupturing 786 

of inter-particle bonds between finer particles requires higher energies than those between 787 

coarser, the DPM predicts that larger saltating particle impact energies produce more 788 

disaggregated and thus smaller dust aerosols. As DPM assumes that saltator impact speed is 789 

proportional to wind speed, it predicts a shift to smaller aerosol sizes with increasing wind 790 

speed. Such an assumption is likely to be valid for supply-limited environments, but seems 791 

invalid for transport-limited systems (Kok, 2011b). 792 
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Another theory for the size distribution of emitted dust aerosol is that of Shao (2001, 2004), 793 

which integrates both saltation bombardment and aggregates disintegration into the model as 794 

major dust emission mechanisms. In this scheme, both the dust emission rate and the emitted 795 

dust size distribution are constrained by two extreme soil size distributions (ps(Dp)): the 796 

minimally- (pm(Dp)) and fully-disturbed (pf(Dp)) soil size distributions (Shao, 2001). For weak 797 

erosion events ps(Dp) → pm(Dp), while for strong events ps(Dp) → pf(Dp), and ps(Dp) can be 798 

written as 799 

                             (3.39) 

, with 800 

               
  

 (3.40) 

, where γS approaches 1 for weak erosion events, while it approaches zero for strong events (kS 801 

and nS are empirical coefficients; Shao, 2001). This model predicts that airborne dust particles 802 

sampled during wind erosion events of different intensities will have different particle size 803 

distributions, as a consequence of breaking up of soil aggregates into finer particles at larger 804 

wind speed (Shao, 2001, 2004). In contrast to this, neither Gillette et al. (1974) nor Shao et al. 805 

(2011) found a clear dependence of airborne dust PSD on wind speed (also see Kok, 2011b). 806 

It is recognized in soil science that dry soil aggregates fail as brittle materials (Braunack et al., 807 

1979; Perfect and Kay, 1995) and using this observation Kok (2011a) recently developed the 808 

brittle fragmentation theory (BFT) of dust emission. When a saltating particle impacts a dust 809 

aggregate, the resulting PSD of fragments will fall into either the elastic, damage or 810 

fragmentation regimes (Kun and Herrmann, 1999; Aström, 2006), depending on the 811 

impacting energy and dust aggregate cohesiveness. Kok (2011a) hypothesized that dust 812 

emission is predominantly due to fragmenting impacts and PSDs in this regime follow a 813 

power law, i.e. they are scale-invariant (Oddershede et al., 1993; Aström, 2006). This power 814 

law appears to describe the size distribution of emitted dust aerosols in the size range of 815 
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~2‒10 μm, while it is invalid for 1) dust directly lifted aerodynamically, 2) dust emitted by 816 

impacts in the damage regime (for soils where most of the PM20 dust exists as coatings on 817 

larger grains), and 3) large (>20 μm) dust particles that are likely to be ejected directly from 818 

soils rather than bound in aggregates (Kok, 2011a). The BFT theory predicts that the emitted 819 

dust PSD is not dependent on the wind speed at emission in agreement with field 820 

measurements (Kok, 2011b). Indeed, measurements by Maring et al. (2003) and Reid et al. 821 

(2008) also indicate that the dust size distribution of dust events are not substantially impacted 822 

by wind speed. Furthermore, recent aeroplane-based observations over various Sahara source 823 

regions found that the size distributions of emitted dust are highly similar for particle 824 

diameters below about ~40 μm (Rosenberg et al., 2014). 825 

As noted by Kok (2011b), the brittle fragmentation theory of dust emission applies only to 826 

transport-limited situations where the saltator impact speed is independent of u*. It is thus 827 

possible that the PSD of dust aerosols generated during saltation under supply-limited 828 

conditions (i.e. when the saltator impact speed increases with u*; Houser and Nickling, 2001; 829 

Ho et al., 2011), does depend on the wind speed (Kok, 2011b). There are currently no 830 

measurements available to test this hypothesis. 831 

 832 

3.1.2. Deposition of air-borne mineral particles 833 

3.1.2.1. Dry deposition 834 

Dry deposition is the transport of particulate species from the atmosphere to the surface in the 835 

absence of precipitation (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Factors that govern the rate at which 836 

particles are delivered to the surface include 1) the level of atmospheric turbulence, 2) particle 837 

characteristics, and 3) the nature of the depositional surface itself. In dry deposition 838 

formulations the dry deposition flux, Fdep(zr), is assumed to be directly proportional to the 839 

local concentration of particles, Cp, at some reference height, zr, as 840 
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               (3.41) 

, with wd being the dry deposition velocity (Chamberlain, 1967; Sehmel, 1980; Davidson et 841 

al., 1982; Ferrandino and Aylor, 1985; Wesely and Hicks, 2000). During dry deposition, 842 

particles are transported from the atmosphere to the surface through the atmospheric surface 843 

layer by the combined actions of gravitational settling and turbulent diffusion, and through the 844 

laminar sublayer by gravitational settling and Brownian diffusion (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; 845 

Shao, 2008). Over vegetated surfaces, turbulent transfer carries the mineral particles from air 846 

above the canopy to air within the canopy close to individual elements such as stems, leaves 847 

and the ground surface. Particles are then carried through the laminar sublayer surrounding 848 

these elements by Brownian diffusion and finally absorbed on the surface (Shao, 2008). 849 

Particle removal and deposition on vegetation elements occurs in the laminar sublayer by 850 

Brownian diffusion, interception and impaction (Slinn, 1982; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; 851 

Shao, 2008). Brownian diffusion affects very fine particles, typically smaller than 0.1 μm 852 

(Raupach and Lu, 2004; Petroff et al., 2008), which are subordinate and often absent in loess 853 

and even in paleosoils (see Fig. 1). Interception occurs when small inertia particles, which 854 

perfectly follow the mean air motion, pass close to an obstacle and collide with it as the 855 

distance between the particle center and the surface is smaller than half the diameter (Fuchs, 856 

1964; Petroff et al., 2008). Interception is effective for particles with a diameter of around 1 857 

μm (see Fig. 11a and Shao, 2008), which is therefore an important depositional mechanism of 858 

clay-sized and very fine silt particles in loess. Moving towards a vegetation element, a particle 859 

with large inertia cannot follow the flow deviation around the obstacle, leaves its air 860 

streamline and finally collides with the obstacle’s surface in a process called impaction 861 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Petroff et al., 2008). Impaction dominates for particles in the size 862 

range of Dp=~3‒5 to 50 μm (Raupach and Lu, 2004), while above 50 μm gravitational settling 863 

is the dominant dry deposition mechanism (Fig. 11a and b). During impaction some particles 864 
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remain on the surface of obstacles, others may bounce off. This rebound process is thought to 865 

influence coarse particle deposition with a size typically larger than 5 μm (Chamberlain, 866 

1967; Slinn, 1982; Petroff et al., 2008). Silt-sized particles which are dominant in loess are 867 

therefore removed from the air by impaction, and partly by gravitational settling in the case of 868 

very coarse silt (Figs. 1 and 11). 869 

For predicting dry deposition, resistance models are developed and widely used (Seinfeld and 870 

Pandis, 2006). In such models the effects of sub-processes like turbulent diffusion, 871 

gravitational settling and surface collection are represented with corresponding resistances, 872 

the inverse of deposition velocity (Sehmel, 1980; Slinn, 1982; Zhang et al., 2001; Seinfeld 873 

and Pandis, 2006; Zhang and Shao, 2014). Following Slinn (1982) and Zhang et al. (2001), 874 

the dry deposition velocity can be expressed as 875 

      
 

     
 

(3.42) 

, where wt is the gravitational settling velocity (defined above, Eq. 3.26), while ra and rs are 876 

aerodynamic and surfaces resistances, respectively. For a neutral atmosphere the aerodynamic 877 

resistance is calculated as 878 

   
         

   
 

(3.43) 

, where zr is the reference height at which the dry deposition velocity is evaluated (Zhang et 879 

al., 2001). Surface resistance is controlled by factors like surface collection efficiency, 880 

particle size, atmospheric conditions, and surface properties, and can be expressed as 881 

   
 

       
 

(3.44) 

, where ε0=3 is an empirical constant, ε is the total collection efficiency and R1 is a correction 882 

factor given as 883 

                (3.45) 
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, which represents the fraction of particles sticking to the surface, where             884 

        is the Stokes number with Rc being the characteristic radius of collectors (Slinn, 885 

1982; Zhang et al., 2001). Total collection efficiency in Eq. 3.44 is the sum of collection 886 

efficiencies from Brownian diffusion (EB), interception (EIN) and impaction (EIM) 887 

             (3.46) 

For Brownian diffusion EB is a function of the Schmidt number, Sc, as 888 

         (3.47) 

, where          with                being the Brownian diffusivity of particles 889 

(here k is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature in Kelvin) and γZ is a parameter for 890 

different land use categories (Zhang et al., 2001; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). For calculating 891 

EIN the formula of 892 

    
 

 
 
  

  
 
 

 
(3.48) 

is used in both the Slinn (1982) and the Zhang et al. (2001) models. The parameters governing 893 

the impaction process is the Stokes number and Zhang et al. (2001) suggest 894 

     
  

     
 
 

 
(3.49) 

based on the work by Peters and Eiden (1992). The parameter αZ depends on land use 895 

category and ranges mainly from 0.6 to 2. 896 

As pointed out by Venkatram and Pleim (1999) gravitational settling is not driven by a 897 

concentration gradient and the usual treatment of gravitational settling as a parallel resistance 898 

in dry deposition models (e.g. those of Slinn, 1982 and Zhang et al., 2001; Seinfeld and 899 

Pandis, 2006) does not satisfy the particle mass conservation requirement. The correct 900 

expression for wd is 901 

   
  

       
 

(3.50) 
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, where r is the total resistance. At the same time, Venkatram and Pleim (1999) admit that, in 902 

practice, the difference in magnitude of dry deposition velocity estimated by Eq. 3.42 and 903 

3.50 is little. Based on this work, Zhang and Shao (2014) recently proposed a new 904 

parametrization in which the effects of gravitational settling and also surface collectors over a 905 

rough surface are adequately dealt with. By comparing the models of Slinn (1982), Zhang et 906 

al. (2001) and Zhang and Shao (2014) it is seen that the position of the deposition velocity 907 

minimum varies between the different parametrizations (Fig. 11b). While the Slinn (1982) 908 

scheme predicts its position in the accumulation mode at 0.1‒0.3 μm, the Zhang et al. (2001) 909 

model predicts it for coarser (0.5‒2 μm), the Zhang and Shao (2014) model for finer particles 910 

(0.01‒1 μm). It must be noted here, however, that in an evaluation of model predicted and 911 

measured dry deposition fluxes the inferential method performed well in comparison with the 912 

gradient method, but it still overestimated the total deposition flux and large differences 913 

became apparent when individual grain size classes were investigated (Goossens, 2005). 914 

In our review of dry deposition, important results of a wind tunnel experiment of Goossens 915 

(2008) must be invoked here to gain a better understanding on the influence this process has 916 

on particle size distributions. Goossens’s (2008) wind tunnel data demonstrate that at low 917 

(~<0.3‒0.35) shear velocities the settling dust is coarser than the horizontally transported dust 918 

for a narrow layer (60 cm) over the surface, while for u* larger than this threshold the median 919 

grain diameter of settling dust does not differ from that of the parent dust. At constant 920 

horizontal transport flux the vertical deposition flux decreases with increasing wind speed up 921 

to u*=0.34 m s
‒1

, then remains constant. For particles <50 μm, the rate of decrease is much 922 

greater for coarser grains, while for particles >50 μm this rate remains constant with changing 923 

u*. These observations indicate that the deposition of atmospheric dust particles is strongly 924 

affected by vertical mixing created by the turbulent nature of the airflow (Nielsen, 1993) and 925 

mixing significantly hampers deposition of grains up to ~50 μm. For coarser grains the 926 
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deposition is predominantly determined by gravity and no longer by turbulence (Goossens, 927 

2008). Clearly, the coarser dust particles are transported near the ground and preferentially 928 

deposited relative to the dust cloud as a whole and closer to the source (see Fig. 9 in 929 

Goossens, 2008). Thus, loess becomes finer with distance from sources as demonstrated in 930 

field studies such as those of the Peoria loess in the US (Mason et al., 1994; 2003). 931 

 932 

3.1.2.2. Wet deposition 933 

During wet deposition air-borne particles are removed from the atmosphere by hydrometeors 934 

and subsequently delivered to the Earth’s surface. This process is called wet or precipitation 935 

scavenging and includes in-cloud scavenging (rainout) and below-cloud scavenging (washout) 936 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Particles entrained into clouds are subject to nucleation 937 

scavenging and in this process some dust particles initiate drop formation and act as cloud 938 

condensation nuclei (CCN) and/or ice nuclei (IN) (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). In-cloud 939 

scavenging is the main removal mechanism for sub-micron particles from the atmosphere 940 

(Feng, 2007). Particles located below the base of a precipitating cloud are collected by falling 941 

hydrometeors and this process of impaction scavenging depends on the net action of various 942 

forces influencing the relative motion of particles and hydrometeors (Andronache, 2003; 943 

Feng, 2007). Considering the size distribution of loess mineral particles, it seems logical to 944 

focus our review on the second process of wet scavenging: below-cloud scavenging. 945 

In its fall through air, a raindrop will collide with and collect some of the mineral dust 946 

particles present in the swept out volume. Whether a collision will occur depends on the sizes 947 

of the raindrop and the particle and their relative locations (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The 948 

capture of aerosol particles by falling hydrometeors is controlled by microphysical processes 949 

such as Brownian diffusion, interception, inertial impaction, diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis 950 

and electric effects (Greenfield, 1957; Davenport and Peters, 1978; Wang et al., 1978; Slinn, 951 
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1983; Herbert and Beheng, 1986; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; 952 

Andronache, 2004). 953 

The time-dependent removal of dust particles by below-cloud scavenging is modeled by a 954 

first-order decay equation (e.g. Chate et al., 2003; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Wang et al., 955 

2010) 956 

      

  
             

(3.51) 

, where N(Dp) is the particle number concentration at time t and Λ(Dp) is the scavenging 957 

coefficient of particles with diameter Dp, which is the integral over all raindrop diameters, 958 

Drd, as 959 

       
 

 

 

 

   
                             

(3.52) 

, where wt(Drd) is the terminal velocity of raindrops, N(Drd) is the raindrop number size 960 

distribution and εw(Drd,Dp) is the total raindrop-particle collection efficiency, which is 961 

assumed to be equal to the collision efficiency (Slinn, 1983; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The 962 

above expression can further be simplified by assuming that all raindrops have the same 963 

diameter (the representative raindrop diameter, Drd-r) and a number concentration N(Drd-r) 964 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). For a monodisperse raindrop distribution Eq. 3.52 simplifies to 965 

      
 

 
     
                               

(3.53) 

For a monodisperse raindrop number size spectrum, the rainfall intensity J (mm hr
‒1

) can be 966 

expressed as 967 

  
 

 
     
                   

(3.54) 

, and combining Eq. 3.53 and 3.54 968 

      
 

 

             

     
 

(3.55) 
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Such a simplification through the use of a monodisperse raindrop size distribution appears to 969 

be acceptable, as demonstrated by a recent study of Wang et al. (2010). 970 

Beyond the raindrop size distribution, the raindrop-particle collision efficiency is the other 971 

factor which controls the scavenging coefficient. εw=1 implies that all particles in the 972 

geometric volume swept out by a falling drop will be collected (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). 973 

For particles <~0.2 μm Brownian diffusion is the dominant mechanism leading to the 974 

collection of dust by falling raindrops, while for larger particles interception and inertial 975 

impaction become dominant (Fig. 12a). Based on dimensional analysis and experimental data, 976 

Slinn (1983) proposed that 977 

                         (3.56) 

, with 978 

    
 

      
          

   
              

   
       

(3.57) 

      
  

   
 
  
  

         
   

 
  

   
  

(3.58) 

      
      

          
 
   

 
  

  
 
   

 
(3.59) 

, where the raindrop Reynolds number is given by 979 

     
            

   
 

(3.60) 

, the Stokes number as 980 

   
                   

   
 

(3.61) 

, and the critical Stokes number is 981 

    
                   

             
 

(3.62) 

The particle Schmidt number (Sc) and particle relaxation time (tp) are defined in sections 982 

above, and wt(Drd) is the raindrop terminal velocity. 983 
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Since other microphysical mechanisms such as diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis and electric 984 

charge can contribute to εw(Drd,Dp) (Slinn and Hales, 1971; Grover et al., 1977; Davenport 985 

and Peters, 1978; Wang et al., 1978; Jaworek et al., 2002; Andronache, 2004; Andronache et 986 

al., 2006), the Slinn formula is likely to underestimate the raindrop-particle collision 987 

efficiency in the diameter range of 0.1‒1 μm, called the Greenfield gap (Greenfield, 1957), 988 

where particles have a small efficiency of collision (Fig. 12). Thermophoresis is the 989 

phenomenon in which particles in a gas with a temperature gradient move in the direction of 990 

lower temperature, while diffusiophoresis of particles occurs in a concentration gradient of a 991 

multicomponent gas. For small particles, the thermal or concentration gradient causes a net 992 

momentum transfer from the molecules to the particle (Whitmore and Meisen, 1976; 993 

Whitmore, 1981; Leong, 1984). Thermophoresis drives particles towards evaporating and 994 

sublimating hydrometeors and diffusiophoresis moves them towards diffusionally-growing 995 

hydrometeors due to water vapor concentration gradients (Chate, 2005; Wang et al., 2010). 996 

Following Davenport and Peters (1978) and Andronache et al. (2006), the thermo- and 997 

diffusiophoretic contributions to the raindrop-particle collision efficiency can be expressed as 998 

     
              

   
   

   
        

          
 

(3.63) 

, and 999 

     
              

   
   

   
    

       
       

          
 

(3.64) 

, with 1000 

    
                   

                                 
 

(3.65) 

    
    
  

 
  

  
 
   

 
(3.66) 
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(3.67) 

, and 1001 

    
  

    
 

(3.68) 

In the above equations Ta and Ts are air and raindrop surface temperatures (in Kelvin), pa
0
 and 1002 

ps
0
 are water vapor pressures at temperatures Ta and Ts, ka and kp are thermal conductivity of 1003 

air and particle, Pa is atmospheric pressure, Cc and λa are the Cunningham slip correction 1004 

factor and the mean free path of air molecules, Dw is the water vapor diffusivity in air, Ma and 1005 

Mw are molecular weights of air and water, and ca is heat capacity of air. 1006 

When a particle moves along the streamlines of air close to the raindrop surface it can be 1007 

captured due to attraction originating from opposite charges of the raindrop (Qrd) and the 1008 

particle (qp). The electrostatic contribution to εw(Drd,Dp) is given as (Andronache, 2004; 1009 

Andronache et al., 2006) 1010 

     
            

              
   

 
(3.69) 

, where K=9×10
9
 N m

2
 C

‒2
. The mean raindrop and particle charges can be expressed as a 1011 

function of size as 1012 

           
  (3.70) 

, and 1013 

         
  (3.71) 

, where a=0.83×10
‒6

 and αES (C m
‒2

) is an empirical parameter varying between 0 and 7, but 2 1014 

can be used for average conditions of strongly electrified clouds (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; 1015 

Andronache, 2004). 1016 

Considering all the mechanisms detailed above, the raindrop-particle collision efficiency (Eq. 1017 

3.56) can be re-written as 1018 
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                                        (3.72) 

As can be seen in Fig. 12a, Brownian diffusion is the dominant collection mechanism for 1019 

particles <0.1‒0.2 μm and thermophoresis makes a comparable contribution to Brownian 1020 

diffusion in the 0.1‒1 μm size range. These mechanisms are therefore largely irrelevant for 1021 

loess/paleosols, while inertial impaction and interception are the most important, since these 1022 

are the most effective collection mechanisms for large particles (>~3.5 μm). The contribution 1023 

from electric charges increases with particle size and becomes dominant for particles in the 1024 

0.2‒3.5 μm size range. At the same time, diffusiophoresis has a constant, but relatively low 1025 

contribution to the total collection efficiency (Fig. 12a; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). It is also 1026 

visible in Fig. 12b that the total collision efficiency decreases with the increase of the size of 1027 

rain droplets up to 5-8 μm, affecting the clay and very fine silt fractions in loess/paleosols. 1028 

Figure 13 displays the size-resolved wet scavenging coefficient for different rain rates. For 1029 

these calculations and also for the collection efficiency calculations a monodispersed raindrop 1030 

size distribution is assumed and parameterized as (Willis, 1984, Loosmore and Cederwall, 1031 

2004) 1032 

                 (3.73) 

The raindrop terminal velocity is calculated after Willis (1984) as 1033 

                    
           (3.74) 

, which seems to be an appropriate choice for raindrops of 0.1 to 10 mm (Wang et al., 2010). 1034 

As shown in Fig. 13, the wet scavenging coefficients calculated with Eq. 3.72 (full model), 1035 

i.e. considering all the microphysical mechanisms mentioned above, are in good agreement 1036 

with the controlled experiments of Sparmacher et al. (1993). Although it is not shown in Fig. 1037 

13, the Slinn (1983) parameterization underestimates Λ(Dp), especially for particles having a 1038 

diameter of 0.1‒1 μm. As the full model predicts, the wet scavenging rate varies significantly 1039 
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with the rain rate and the aerosol size. When the rain rate increases the corresponding 1040 

scavenging rate increases, too (Fig. 13). 1041 

After a shorter-longer transport in suspension loess particles are accumulated on the surface 1042 

due to dry or wet deposition. The effect of rain events and associated below-cloud scavenging 1043 

on wind-blown loess/dust particle size distributions can be demonstrated by calculating the 1044 

depletion of volume of a model aerosol distribution due to wet scavenging. At some time t 1045 

during a scavenging event, the concentration of particles is related to the initial concentration 1046 

by the scavenging rate by integrating Eq. 3.51, yielding 1047 

              
        (3.75) 

, where N(Dp)0 is the initial number concentration of particles. For an initial number 1048 

concentration, the remote continental aerosol distribution parameters of Jaenicke (1993) are 1049 

used. Assuming a unit density of particles, the mass size distribution is equal to the volume 1050 

size distribution (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Feng, 2007) and the 1051 

wet scavenging of particle mass can be illustrated using the volume size distribution. Fig. 14 1052 

shows the volume size distribution of the remote continental model aerosol after rain events 1053 

of different durations (tr) at a rain rate (J) of 10 mm hr
‒1

. It is clearly visible that coarse 1054 

particles (>5 μm) are efficiently removed from the air after only a short duration of rainfall, 1055 

while the mass washed out in the accumulation mode (0.1 to 2 μm) is negligible even after 10 1056 

hr of wet scavenging. This implies that, similar to dry deposition, the removal of clay-sized 1057 

and very fine silt particles (up to ~5 μm) by wet deposition is much less efficient than the 1058 

removal of larger grains by the same process, which again may have an effect on loess PSDs. 1059 

 1060 

3.2. Loess grain size proxies 1061 

Loess grain size proxies are widely used in Quaternary paleoenviromental studies, mainly to 1062 

reconstruct wind speed and dust source distance variations, as well as changes of the dust 1063 
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cycle on glacial/interglacial to millennial timescales, involving changes in vegetation cover 1064 

and the precipitation regime. In the following overview we followed the phrasing given in the 1065 

cited studies for explaining the background and interpretation of proxies, although in some 1066 

cases these are considered inadequate and imprecise. Further discussion on the physical 1067 

background of proxies and improved interpretations are given in section 4. 1068 

 1069 

3.2.1. U- and Twin Peak ratios 1070 

As proposed by Vandenberghe et al. (1985, 1997) and Vandenberghe and Nugteren (2001), 1071 

the U-ratio (16‒44 μm/5.5‒16 μm), which is the ratio of the coarse silt and the medium to fine 1072 

silt fractions (Fig. 1), can be applied as a proxy for discriminating cold periods (high U-ratio), 1073 

characterized by a dynamic aeolian environment (strong winds), from warm periods (low U-1074 

ratio), with weak winds. As revealed by Vandenberghe et al. (1997) and Nugteren et al. 1075 

(2004) in the Luochuan sequence, aeolian sedimentation is dominated by the <16 μm fraction 1076 

during warm, interglacial climatic periods and the >16 μm fraction during cold, glacial 1077 

periods. For this reason, the fraction >16 μm was interpreted by these authors as being a good 1078 

indicator of the climate signal in loess. By eliminating both the clay (<5.5 μm in laser particle 1079 

analysis; Konert and Vandenberghe, 1997) and the >44 μm fractions, this parameter 1080 

disregards the secondary formed, pedogenic clay minerals and fine sand particles likely 1081 

transported in saltation (Fig. 8; Vandenberghe et al., 1997; Vandenberghe, 2013). 1082 

An index resembling the U-ratio, introduced by Machalett et al. (2008) for loess deposits in 1083 

Kazakhstan, establishes quantitative comparison between very coarse silt and medium to 1084 

coarse silt fractions (TP-ratio = Twin Peak ratio: 30.1-63.4/11.8-27.4 μm). Varying heights of 1085 

peaks within the bimodal silt distributions and proportions of the 30.1-63.4 and 11.8-27.4 μm 1086 

fractions are believed to reflect changing aeolian dust transport activities and wind strength on 1087 

the local/regional scale. High TP-ratios indicate cold periods with stronger winds that carry 1088 
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coarser particles, while low TP values refer to warm conditions and weaker winds (Machalett 1089 

et al., 2008). 1090 

 1091 

3.2.2. Grain size index (GSI) 1092 

The grain size index (GSI: 20-50 μm/<20 μm), as introduced by Rousseau et al. (2002), is 1093 

considered to be a ‘reliable index of wind dynamics’ and a ‘suitable indicator for atmospheric 1094 

dust’. Whether this definition means the dust deposition rate or dust concentration at the 1095 

proxy site, or otherwise, is not defined by Rousseau et al. (2002). Similar indices (<2 μm/10-1096 

50 μm and <2 μm/>10 μm) have previously been proposed by Liu et al. (1989) and Ding et al. 1097 

(1992) for reconstructing wind intensity variations. In subsequent studies, the GSI has been 1098 

calculated from laser particle sizer datasets as the ratio of the 26-52.6 μm and <26 μm 1099 

fractions (Rousseau et al., 2007a; Antoine et al., 2009a). The GSI appears to be similar to the 1100 

U-ratio, but it includes the clay fraction too (Fig. 1). GSI generally reflects changes in the 1101 

efficiency of entrainment, transport and deposition of coarse versus fine dust grains, due to 1102 

wind speed variations (Rousseau et al., 2007a), and high GSI values indicate increased 1103 

frequency and strength of dust storms and correspondingly high sedimentation rates. A 1104 

slightly modified version of GSI has been introduced in a follow-up paper dealing with US 1105 

loess in the Eustis sequence, in which GSI (here: 20.7-63.4 μm/<20.7 μm) variations were 1106 

interpreted in terms of varying atmospheric circulation, i.e. westerly versus southeasterly 1107 

circulation (Rousseau et al., 2007b). Although recent studies of late glacial loess in Serbia 1108 

(Surduk), the Czech Republic (Dolni Vestonice) and Ukraine (Stayky) (Antoine et al., 2009b, 1109 

2013; Rousseau et al., 2011) used this latter form of GSI for revealing variations in aeolian 1110 

dynamics (first of all wind strength: Antoine et al., 2013), some new elements in the 1111 

interpretation of GSI emerged too. As recognized and proposed by Rousseau et al. (2011), 1112 

loess PSDs are related to a combination of changes in the wind and precipitation regimes, 1113 
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both on local and larger spatial scales. Such variations affect the dust cycle directly through 1114 

their effect on the efficiency of dust entrainment, dust transport and deposition, and indirectly 1115 

by changing the distribution, characteristics and vegetation of the dust source areas (Rousseau 1116 

et al., 2011). Thus, GSI appears to be an integrative proxy and likely reflects the combined 1117 

effects of all the above environmental factors on loess sedimentation and not just wind 1118 

strength. 1119 

 1120 

3.2.3. Mean and median grain size (Ms, Md), and various fractions of loess 1121 

Since loess grain size is thought to be a function of wind speed (see e.g. section 3.1.1.8.), the 1122 

mean and median grain sizes (Ms, Md) are considered to be indices of wind strength (Liu, 1123 

1985; An et al., 1991; Derbyshire et al., 1995, Chen et al., 1997). As proposed by An et al. 1124 

(1991), the indices may reflect the degree of aridity in the source area and the frequency of 1125 

dust storms too. Subsequently, some argued that Md of Chinese loess is not just a proxy of 1126 

Asian winter monsoon intensity, but reflect the advance and retreat of desert sources, or in 1127 

other words source distance (Ding et al., 1999, 2001, 2002, 2005). While Shi et al. (2003) 1128 

consider Md as a measure of the airflow intensity, Qin et al. (2005) interpret the Md of bulk 1129 

loess as a proxy of source distance and the Md of the coarse mode (>10 μm) as an index of the 1130 

‘average intensity of the aerodynamic force’. Whether this applies to the aerodynamic force at 1131 

lifting or during transport is not specified by Qin et al. (2005). Likewise, the Md of the coarse 1132 

dust fraction has been interpreted by Prins et al. (2007) as reflecting the ‘average dynamic 1133 

conditions’ of the East Asian winter monsoon circulation system on the Chinese Loess 1134 

Plateau, which is again a rather vague interpretation. More recently Sun et al. (2010a, 2012) 1135 

argues that the loess particle size variations are coupled to changes in the winter monsoon 1136 

strength and Ms is a proxy which is influenced by wind intensity in the first place, and by 1137 

source-to-sink distance and the aridity/extent of dust sources in the second. 1138 
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Different grain size fractions of loess have been applied as paleoclimate indicators for 1139 

atmospheric circulation (wind strength, aridity) in the past. For instance, the >63 μm and/or 1140 

fine sand fractions of loess have been interpreted as indicators of wind intensity and dust 1141 

storm variability, i.e. aeolian dynamics (e.g. Lu et al., 2004; Antoine et al., 2013). The >63 1142 

μm grain size fraction has also been used for identifying loess events (phases of coarse loess 1143 

sedimentation) in Serbia (Antoine et al., 2009b). Others (Ding et al., 1999, 2005) argued that 1144 

source distance is another important factor to be considered (at least in China) and the 1145 

variability of the >63 μm fraction of loess reflects advance and retreat of the desert margins. 1146 

A further control on grain size is certainly sediment availability, as proposed by Stevens et al. 1147 

(2011). 1148 

 1149 

3.2.4. Quartz mean, median and maximum diameters (QMs, QMd, QMax), and quartz >40 μm 1150 

fraction (Q>40) 1151 

The quartz mean, median and maximum diameters (QMs, QMd, QMax), and the quartz >40 μm 1152 

fraction (Q>40) have been introduced as winter monsoon proxies for the Chinese loess (Porter 1153 

and An, 1995; Xiao et al., 1995; An and Porter, 1997; An, 2000; Sun et al., 2010a). While 1154 

QMd is regarded as a proxy measure of average wind strength, QMax is considered as a proxy 1155 

index of maximum wind strength, i.e. the competency and capacity of the transporting 1156 

medium (Xiao et al., 1995). In the study of Porter and An (1995), both the QMd and Q>40 are 1157 

interpreted as reliable measures of dust flux, assuming correlations between the coarse-1158 

grained fractions of atmospheric dust and the total dry deposition flux. Later on, Porter (2001) 1159 

argued that high QMd values also may record increased frequency and intensity of dust storms. 1160 

More recently, Sun et al. (2006) interpreted mean grain size of quartz (QMs) as a proxy of the 1161 

‘average energy of wind systems’, which can provide information on changes of ‘dust 1162 

transport dynamics’. 1163 
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One of the major advantages of using the quartz fraction instead of bulk sample grain size 1164 

distributions is that quartz particles are resistant to any chemical/physical alteration during 1165 

transport, sedimentation and weathering processes in low-temperature environments (Clayton 1166 

et al., 1978). Furthermore, bulk samples include pedogenic clays deflated from the dust source 1167 

regions and argillic clay produced by post-depositional pedogenesis (Xiao et al., 1995; An, 1168 

2000; Sun et al., 2000) and these components can effectively be disregarded using only the 1169 

quartz particle size distributions and calculated proxies. 1170 

 1171 

4. Results and discussion 1172 

4.1. Down-profile MS/grain size variations and inter-relations of proxies 1173 

Low-field mass-specific susceptibility, χLF, varies between 13.2 and 1.2 ×10
‒7

 m
3
 kg

‒1
 in the 1174 

profile from the MIS 5 pedocomplex at the base of the Dunaszekcső sequence to the less 1175 

weathered loess layers (Fig. 4). The degree of pedogenesis, as indicated by χP, reaches two 1176 

maxima in the MIS 5e soil, shows a sharp drop towards the loess units and remains low 1177 

throughout including MIS 3 (Fig. 15). In contrast to the GS measures and proxies, magnetic 1178 

susceptibility does not exhibit significant millennial scale variations either in the MIS5e 1179 

paleosol or above in the MIS 4, 3 and 2 loess/weathered loess layers. Indeed, high-frequency 1180 

environmental variations lasting no more than a few thousand years are expected to cause 1181 

minimal MS variations and the χLF record serves as a low-pass filter on 1182 

climatic/environmental variables (Anderson and Hallett, 1996). Our observations of minimal 1183 

high-frequency MS variations are consistent with those of e.g. Porter and An (1995) in China 1184 

and Markovic et al. (2009), Bradák et al., (2011), Novothny et al. (2011), Rolf et al. (2014) 1185 

and Fitzsimmons and Hambach (2014) in East Central Europe. It is worth noting, however, 1186 

that Stevens et al. (2011), Sümegi et al. (2012) and Terhorst et al. (2014) reported many 1187 
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notable millennial MS peaks from the last glacial loess records of Crvenka, Madaras and 1188 

Krems-Wachtberg in Serbia, Hungary and Austria, respectively. 1189 

As with the MS record, two climate modes (glacial/interglacial) can be distinguished in the 1190 

bulk GS record. While the Ms, Md/D50 and D90 parameters vary in the MIS 5e-c paleosol (unit 1191 

2) around mean values of 15, 17 and 55 μm, respectively, with one standard deviation (SD) of 1192 

2‒3 and 8 μm, much higher values (25.5, 32 and 84 μm) are seen in the loess units with 1193 

increased variability (SD of 5‒7 and 10 μm). All of the bulk GS proxies show coarsening in 1194 

grain size both within the last interglacial soil (unit 2) and the overlying loess units from MIS 1195 

4 to 2 (Fig. 15). While high-frequency grain size variations are present throughout the record, 1196 

the magnitude of such variations are rather suppressed in the MIS 5e-c paleosol compared to 1197 

the MIS 4‒2 loess units. Such high-frequency fluctuations and bulk GS trends have been 1198 

recognized in numerous loess records in Europe (Rousseau et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2003; 1199 

Markovic et al., 2008; Antoine et al., 2009a; Bokhorst et al., 2011; Novothny et al., 2011; 1200 

Rousseau et al., 2011) and China (Porter and An, 1995; Nugteren et al., 2004; Sun et al., 1201 

2006, 2012; Prins et al., 2007). As can be seen in Figs. 15 and 16, the bulk GS proxies are 1202 

well-correlated and exhibit similar variations despite the arguments above (section 3.2) on the 1203 

advantages of each proxies. The Md/D50 correlates very well with GSI and shows slightly less 1204 

strong correlation with the U-ratio (Fig. 16a), not surprisingly because the <5.5 and >44 μm 1205 

fractions of the grain size distributions are disregarded in calculations of the U-ratio, while 1206 

these distributions tails affect the final value of Md/D50. At the same time, an almost perfect 1207 

correlation was found between the U-ratio and GSI for all sediment types (Fig. 16b), likely 1208 

because of the minor differences in the coarse silt and fine/medium silt fractions used in their 1209 

calculations (16‒44/5.5‒16 versus 20‒50/<20) and the relatively low proportions of the <5.5 1210 

m fractions omitted in the U-ratio calculations. Consequently, the various bulk loess grain size 1211 
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indices do not really provide different information on past environmental conditions, so we do 1212 

not see clear advantages of using one over the other. 1213 

What regards the quartz GS, all of the proxy (QMs, QMd, QD90) values are shifted towards 1214 

coarser grain sizes by ~5-15 μm compared to the bulk loess grain size proxies and a high-1215 

frequency variability is clearly visible in quartz proxies throughout the studied sequence (Fig. 1216 

15). Although the fluctuations in the MIS 5e-c paleosol are significant, they are less 1217 

pronounced compared to those recorded in loess units. Interestingly, the gradual quartz grain 1218 

size coarsening is restricted only to the interglacial soil and completely absent in the loess 1219 

layers (from unit 3 upwards). Further, while some in-phase coarse GS events are observed in 1220 

the bulk and quartz GS records (marked by black arrows in Fig. 15), many coarse GS events 1221 

in the bulk GS record have no counterparts in the quartz record and vice versa. As 1222 

demonstrated in Fig. 17, no correlation exist between the bulk and quartz GS proxies and this 1223 

holds true for all sediment types, i.e. from paleosol to loess. While both the bulk Md and D90 1224 

values become gradually coarser from paleosols to loess/weathered loess (17/55 vs. 32/84 1225 

μm), QMd and QD90 show limited change between sediment types (47.8/92 vs. 48.3/99 μm; 1226 

Figs. 15 and 17). The observations that bulk and quartz GS are uncorrelated in the studied 1227 

profile are somewhat inconsistent with those made by Sun et al. (2006), who found no or only 1228 

very weak covariance for the Chinese red clays, while relatively high correlations for loess 1229 

and paleosols. The bulk and quartz GS datasets presented here reveal that applying the bulk or 1230 

the quartz proxies would lead to different environmental interpretations and reconstructions of 1231 

the main characteristics of aeolian sedimentation in the past for some intervals of loess 1232 

formation. Thus, it seems to be a crucial issue to better understand which processes and 1233 

factors exert control on the bulk/quartz PSDs and how they influence the GS proxies and 1234 

related climatic/environmental interpretations. 1235 

 1236 
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4.2. Processes and mechanisms affecting bulk loess particle size distributions and to be 1237 

considered in bulk grain size proxy interpretations 1238 

Bulk loess PSDs are complex functions of many variables such as wind strength, source 1239 

distance, sediment availability, etc. (Vandenberghe, 2013) and are mixtures of sediment 1240 

populations derived from different sources and/or transported to the site of deposition by 1241 

different mechanisms (Sun et al., 2002; Prins et al., 2007; Weltje and Prins, 2007). End 1242 

member PSDs determined by End Member Modeling Algorithms (EMMA) are dynamic 1243 

populations of grains responding similarly to the dynamics of sediment dispersal within a 1244 

system (Prins and Vriend, 2007). The different end members (EM) in the cited works are 1245 

associated with distinct atmospheric transport mechanisms, modes and travel distances. As 1246 

such, one or two of the EMs (mostly EM1-2) represent an assemblage of grains transported in 1247 

saltation or short-term suspension during major dust outbreaks, in low suspension clouds from 1248 

local sources like floodplains/alluvial fans (e.g. Prins et al., 2007; Bokhorst et al., 2011; 1249 

Vandenberghe, 2013; Nottebaum et al., 2015). At the other end of the grain size spectrum, 1250 

another end member (mostly EM3) represents the continuous background dust load of the 1251 

atmosphere, and this fine dust is thought to be transported at high elevation (3-8 km) from 1252 

distant sources (Sun et al., 2002; Prins et al., 2007; Bokhorst et al., 2011; Varga et al., 2012; 1253 

Vandenberghe, 2013). However, this interpretation has recently been questioned based on 1254 

dust storm deposits in China (Qiang et al., 2010). That study concluded that the <20 μm 1255 

fractions of dust storm deposits are most probably settled by forming aggregates and/or 1256 

adhering to larger grains, therefore, the fine-grained components of loess in China were most 1257 

probably transported by dust-producing windstorms from the proximal desert regions and less 1258 

likely to be transported by high-level flows. Although wind transport modes are thought to 1259 

have the most profound effect on loess PSDs, grain mobilization and deposition processes 1260 

seems equally important in shaping PSDs and must be considered in grain size proxy 1261 
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interpretations. As will be shown in the following the fine fractions (clay to medium silt) are 1262 

likely affected in a more complex manner by these mechanisms than the coarse fractions. 1263 

Wind velocity and grain size records of recent dust storms on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, 1264 

China reveal moderate positive correlation between 10 m mean wind speed and the >63 μm 1265 

fraction and negative for the 63-2, <10 and <2 μm fractions (Qiang et al., 2007). The same 1266 

covariance, however, cannot be seen in more recent data published by Qiang et al. (2010). 1267 

Early formulations of both the U-ratio and GSI were based on the idea that stronger winds 1268 

result in coarser grain size of settled dust and higher U-ratio/GSI values can be interpreted as 1269 

‘higher energy deposition’ (Vandenberghe et al., 1997) or ‘stronger wind dynamics’ 1270 

(Rousseau et al., 2002). Such an interpretation would assume a simple negative linear 1271 

relationship between coarse (16-44, 20-50 μm) and fine silt to clay (5.5-16, <20 μm) fractions 1272 

appearing in these proxies, but more complicated patterns are seen when the appropriate 1273 

fractions from our dataset are plotted (Fig. 18). This is no surprise as the final proportion of 1274 

these fractions, foremost of all the fine silt and clay fractions, within a PSD is affected by 1275 

numerous stochastic processes as surmised by Wang et al. (2006) and Qiang et al. (2010), too. 1276 

So, focusing on these fractions and particle mobilization processes, it is well-known that high 1277 

amounts of dust are released in dust storms through sandblasting (Shao et al., 1993; Alfaro et 1278 

al., 1997), as discussed in section 3.1.1.9. Alfaro et al. (1997) argued that larger saltating 1279 

particle impact energies produce smaller dust aerosol particles, thus higher wind speeds would 1280 

result in finer PSDs of dust, on contrary to the expectations and assumptions made in 1281 

developing the above bulk loess GS proxies. The models of Shao (2001, 2004) predict the 1282 

same, but the brittle fragmentation theory of dust emission (Kok, 2011a) predict little or no 1283 

dependence of the dust PSD on wind speed. And indeed, an analysis of published 1284 

measurements of the emitted dust PSD by Kok (2011b) indicates that the PSD of dust up to 1285 

10 μm is actually independent of wind speed for transport-limited conditions. In a study of 1286 
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dust storm deposits of 17 events in the Qaidam basin Qiang et al. (2010) found no correlation 1287 

between the volume percentages of fine particles (clay/fine silt) and the wind strength. 1288 

Furthermore, recent airplane-based measurements of the size-resolved dust flux in the 1289 

boundary layer show little or no dependence on source region or wind speed for dust sizes up 1290 

to ~40 μm (Rosenberg et al., 2014). Nonetheless, it remains possible that the PSD of dust 1291 

aerosols generated during saltation under supply-limited conditions depends on the wind 1292 

speed at emission, but this has yet not been tested in field studies, which have been focused on 1293 

dust emission from transport-limited environments that are more productive dust sources 1294 

(Gillette et al., 1974; Maring et al., 2003; Reid et al., 2008; Shao et al., 2011). Since most 1295 

productive dust sources are transport-limited, these results indicate that the fine silt fraction in 1296 

loess is independent of the wind speed at emission. However, a possible complicating factor is 1297 

that fine dust can also be emitted through direct aerodynamic resuspension (Macpherson et 1298 

al., 2008; Klose and Shao, 2012; Sweeney and Mason, 2013) and, to our knowledge, no 1299 

information is available on wind speed and PSD relations under this process. 1300 

So far we have analyzed the mobilization of grains and it is supposed that after atmospheric 1301 

transport dust is deposited on the surface via dry or wet deposition. Coarse grains (>~50 μm) 1302 

will settle relatively fast as a result of gravitational settling (Fig. 11b; section 3.1.2.1), so these 1303 

particles almost always represent a local signal (not considering extreme examples of long 1304 

atmospheric transport of large, 75‒250 μm quartz crystals; Betzer et al., 1988). At the same 1305 

time, the dry deposition of <40‒50 μm particles is profoundly affected by vertical mixing 1306 

caused by the turbulence of the flow (Goossens, 2008), which is proportional to u* (Nielsen 1307 

and Teakle, 2004). Higher wind speeds (and friction velocities) will thus hamper deposition of 1308 

these fine particles, and also may lead to the re-suspension of already deposited particles 1309 

(Sweeney and Mason, 2013). Also, the dry deposition velocities become lower with 1310 

decreasing grain size and are influenced by impaction and interception on vegetation elements 1311 
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(Fig. 11) and precipitation scavenging is also less efficient towards the fine grains (clay 1312 

fraction; Figs. 12, 13 and 14), although wet deposition is considered subordinate during 1313 

glaciations. All these processes allow a long-distance transport for fine dust, and one of the 1314 

major problems in interpreting loess PSDs is that the source of fine particles is normally not 1315 

known. These sources can be both proximal and distant, thus, the bulk loess PSDs cannot 1316 

uniquely be interpreted as resulting from the variance of one specific variable (e.g. wind 1317 

speed) of a given locale, but the distributions contain local and regional-scale elements and 1318 

processes having a stochastic nature. Along with this, it seems possible that the moderate 1319 

correlation between the coarse silt and fine silt/clay fractions in the U-ratio or the GSI (Fig. 1320 

18) can be explained by the fact that stronger winds (higher u*) would keep the larger/heavier 1321 

grains suspended for a longer period of time, while the settling of fine dust is inhibited by 1322 

higher wind speeds, or if settled, the particles are effectively re-suspended and eroded from 1323 

the surface. Since both the mobilization and deposition of particles are influenced by many 1324 

factors (transport/supply-limited conditions, vegetation cover, surface conditions, etc.) as 1325 

discussed above, a significant scatter and only a moderate correlation in the coarse versus fine 1326 

silt/clay data is expected, as is the case in our dataset in Fig. 18. 1327 

Beyond the above discussed difficulties, three other complicating factors must also be 1328 

considered. First, a proportion of fine particles in loess is likely to be transported as silt- or 1329 

sand-sized aggregates (Pye, 1995; Derbyshire et al., 1998; Falkovich et al., 2001; Mason et 1330 

al., 2003, 2011; Qiang et al., 2010). Minimally and fully dispersed PSDs of three analyzed 1331 

loess samples clearly demonstrate that the ~1‒20 μm fractions are affected by aggregation 1332 

(Fig. 19), which may explain some of the temporal variations in clay and fine silt fractions 1333 

(Mason et al., 2003). The second factor to be considered is chemical weathering which may 1334 

produce very fine silt and clay minerals during post-depositional pedogenesis thereby 1335 

influencing PSDs mainly during interglacial intervals (Xiao et al, 1995; Wang et al., 2006; 1336 
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Hao et al., 2008). The third factor is the potential underestimation of the clay (<2 μm) fraction 1337 

by laser diffraction (see above in section 2.2 and e.g. Mason et al., 2003, 2011), which is a 1338 

methodological issue affecting the fine tail of PSDs. 1339 

Obviously, the bulk loess GS proxies (Ms, Md, U-ratio, GSI) reflect all the above discussed 1340 

processes to some extent, so they are integrative and can be interpreted as being the result of a 1341 

combined local/regional signal of atmospheric properties (wind strength and its variations, 1342 

vertical mixing) and environmental settings such as topography (Mason et al., 1999; 1343 

Goossens, 2006; Nottebaum et al., 2014), source distance (Ding et al., 2005; Yang and Ding, 1344 

2008), aridity of the source and sink, and vegetation cover (Pye, 1995; Lehmkuhl, 1997). 1345 

Such an explanation deduced from the above argumentations and discussions agrees well with 1346 

the latest interpretation of GSI by Rousseau et al. (2011) who stressed the combined effect of 1347 

local to regional scale wind and precipitation regimes on the dust cycle. One possible way to 1348 

identify local effects on grain size may be to sample multiple loess profiles or drilling cores to 1349 

identify spatial patterns of loess thickness and grain size (Muhs et al., 1999, 2008; Mason, 1350 

2001; Mason et al., 2003). Thickness and grain size trends may provide insight into sediment 1351 

transport pathways, source distance, as well as sorting processes, and can help to pick out 1352 

features in the bulk GS records that are strictly local versus those that are consistently present 1353 

over a larger area, provided that the sections are 
14

C or OSL/IRSL-dated in high resolution 1354 

(Stevens et al., 2013a). This way the local effects of topography, sediment availability and 1355 

dust source changes can be filtered out. Obviously, all of these arguments imply that the 1356 

interpretation of the bulk GS record of a single loess section in isolation is always more 1357 

problematic. 1358 

 1359 

 1360 

 1361 
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4.3. Factors influencing the quartz proxies 1362 

Interpretations of the quartz GS proxies appear to be less compromised compared to bulk 1363 

loess proxies. First, quartz grains are resistant to alteration in low-temperature environments 1364 

and their main physical characteristics (dimensions and shape) are unaffected by transport and 1365 

weathering processes (Xiao et al., 1995), although their surface microtextures preserve 1366 

information on the mode of entrainment (Vos et al., 2014). Quartz GS is thus not expected to 1367 

be influenced by pedogenic processes even under the effect of interglacial soil formation. 1368 

Second, quartz grains are concentrated in coarser fractions (short-term suspension and 1369 

saltation populations, see Figs. 8, 15, 17 and section 4.1), although they are also present in the 1370 

finer fractions down to 1-2 μm, but in very low proportions (Fig. 1). 1371 

Once quartz grains are mobilized by direct aerodynamic lifting or particle impacts, most of 1372 

them are entrained in saltation, modified saltation or short-term suspension depending on the 1373 

particle size and the turbulent intensity of the flow, i.e. the friction velocity (Fig. 8; sections 1374 

3.1.1.7. and 3.1.1.8.). Over supply-limited surfaces that were likely dominant in periglacial 1375 

steppe environments (Svircev et al., 2013), the mean impact speed of saltators increases with 1376 

u* (Houser and Nickling, 2001; Ho et al., 2011) resulting in a size shift of the saltation size 1377 

distribution towards larger particle sizes with increasing friction velocities. During subsequent 1378 

dry deposition, larger quartz grains that dominate quartz PSDs settle rapidly due to gravity 1379 

(Fig. 11b), and their settling is much less affected by turbulence than settling of fine quartz 1380 

grains (Goossens, 2008) that are present in much lower proportions (Fig. 1). However, a dust 1381 

storm will be much more rapidly depleted in coarser grains with increasing transport distance 1382 

than in finer ones, but this again strongly depends on turbulent intensity (Goossens, 2008), at 1383 

what height the dust is injected into the atmosphere and whether it is above the boundary 1384 

layer. If the friction velocity is higher, a dust cloud will be less depleted in coarser grains, so 1385 

quartz grain size is again strongly linked to the flow properties (turbulence/friction velocity, 1386 
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wind speed). Upon wet deposition (e.g. during the wet seasons and most likely under 1387 

interglacial conditions), grains are rapidly removed from the air down to 5 μm, and coarser 1388 

grains will be scavenged faster (Figs. 13 and 14, section 3.1.2.2). Based on all of these, the 1389 

quartz grain size is primarily controlled by transport distance, wind speed and convective 1390 

conditions during emissions, as this latter will determine the height at which dust is injected 1391 

into the flow. Thus, the quartz grain size is thought to be a local signal. This is confirmed by 1392 

single-grain provenance studies using heavy minerals of zircon and rutiles, which also point 1393 

to more local sources (Stevens et al., 2010, 2013b; Újvári et al., 2012, 2014; Újvári and 1394 

Klötzli, 2015). Obviously, quartz PSDs are also influenced by the local vegetation as a dust 1395 

trap and sediment availability (Pye, 1995; Stevens et al., 2011; Vandenberghe, 2013). It is 1396 

well known that mid-latitude loess landscapes were dominated by forest steppe to open 1397 

grassland vegetation during the last glaciation (see above in section 3.1.1.6; Willis et al., 1398 

2000; Jiang and Ding, 2005; Feurdean et al., 2014; Magyari et al., 2014) and even a grassy 1399 

vegetation cover can have a profound influence on sediment redistribution patterns (e.g. 1400 

Suter-Burri et al., 2013) and therefore the resulting loess/quartz grain size, depending on the 1401 

spatial patterns of vegetation and canopy densities. Although the vegetation effects on quartz 1402 

PSDs cannot be quantified at the present level of knowledge, some constraints can be placed 1403 

on sediment availability. If sufficient quartz grains of all size were available in a close source 1404 

region (e.g. a floodplain some hundreds of meters away from the loess site), the loess quartz 1405 

GS would be primarily dependent on the magnitude and frequency of dust storms, i.e. the 1406 

flow characteristics. If intense dust storms were active over the source and depositional 1407 

region, but the quartz supply would have been limited (also in size), these events would not be 1408 

recorded by quartz GS in loess sequences. Nevertheless, it can be reasonably assumed that 1409 

distinct peaks of QMd and even more QD90 (or QMax of Xiao et al., 1995) mark intense dust 1410 

storm conditions in the loess record, provided that an abrupt shift to another local source of 1411 
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coarse sediments, including quartz grains, can be ruled out. However, the activation of 1412 

another nearby source and its contribution to the quartz assemblage of a loess sequence may 1413 

occur, as demonstrated by Stevens et al. (2013a). In conclusion, the QMd and QMax/QD90 1414 

proxies are likely to be indicative of mean and maximum wind strength, or more specifically 1415 

the magnitude of vertical velocity fluctuations in the first place, provided that a constant and 1416 

stable local source (<~1-10 km) of quartz such as very near alluvial fans/floodplains could be 1417 

assumed. This requirement may be valid for some European loess sites and for shorter 1418 

timescales, but does not appear to be met for the majority of loess records for example on the 1419 

Chinese Loess Plateau. Since other factors such as vegetation cover and surface conditions 1420 

(wetness, surface crust) also influence the quartz PSDs, they cannot be interpreted as unique 1421 

proxies of wind speed. Still we argue that quartz PSD interpretations are compromised by a 1422 

more limited set of complicating factors than bulk PSDs and related proxies. 1423 

 1424 

4.4. Integrative assessment of bulk and quartz grain size proxies 1425 

We suggest here that a combined evaluation of bulk and quartz GS proxies may provide a 1426 

better insight into environmental changes affecting the dust cycle on local versus regional 1427 

scales. In the studied Hungarian loess record a coarsening trend can be seen in both the bulk 1428 

and quartz GS proxies for the lowermost paleosol (unit 2, MIS 5e-c; Fig. 15), as mentioned 1429 

above. In contrast to this, the same trend is only traceable in the bulk proxies in loess units 1430 

(from unit 3 upwards), while the quartz proxies vary around a constant mean value. The 1431 

amplitude of high-frequency variability of the bulk loess grain size proxies in the MIS 5e-c 1432 

paleosol are much lower than in loess, while the quartz proxy fluctuations are less suppressed 1433 

in the lowermost soil compared to those in the loess units. Also, a coarsening trend in bulk 1434 

loess proxies can be seen from MIS 5c, when pedogenesis (χP) started to significantly 1435 

decrease (Fig. 15), while the quartz proxies exhibit a coarsening trend throughout the MIS 5e-1436 
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c period without showing obvious signs of pedogenic influence. These observations suggest 1437 

that the bulk loess grain size proxies are weathering-dominated during soil formation periods, 1438 

while the quartz proxies are not. This agrees well with the findings of Sun et al. (2010b) who 1439 

observed the attenuation of rapid monsoon signals in paleosols, recorded by bulk grain size 1440 

proxies, as a function of pedogenic intensity along a transect across the Chinese Loess 1441 

Plateau. In fact, the major trends in the lowermost paleosol in the studied profile can be 1442 

explained either by an increase in wind strength from MIS 5e to 5c, a general climate cooling, 1443 

and/or an increase in source aridity associated with decreasing vegetation cover and 1444 

increasing sediment supply. Clearly, these factors co-vary and cannot easily be distinguished 1445 

from each other. Nevertheless, the degree of pedogenesis (and likely precipitation amounts) 1446 

reached two absolute maxima in the MIS 5e-c soil as revealed by χP, and exhibit a gradual 1447 

decrease in the upper part of the paleosol (from MIS 5c to b) thereby broadly supporting the 1448 

inference on source aridity increase. However, decreasing rainfall would have an effect on the 1449 

Danube’s sediment load and, through the flow dynamics, the grain size of sediments available 1450 

for transport from this potential source to the loess site, thereby indirectly affecting the loess 1451 

grain size. Finally, Zhang et al. (1999) proposed that the regional-scale transport of Asian dust 1452 

during interglacial stages is mainly attributable to non-dust storm processes. As for this 1453 

hypothesis, the low-amplitude fluctuations in bulk loess proxies in the studied paleosol are 1454 

likely to be due to post-depositional overprinting, and thus the bulk loess grain size proxies 1455 

does not provide much information on aeolian activity, while the quartz proxies show high-1456 

frequency fluctuations and so do not really fit in the proposed model. Nevertheless, both 1457 

proxies indicate a different climate state during MIS 5e-c compared to MIS 4-2. 1458 

As opposed to the interglacial, increasing wind strength during the last glacial is only 1459 

supported by bulk grain size proxies in loess units. The absence of the coarsening trend in 1460 

quartz proxies and their large, high-frequency variabilities imply that only the amplitude of 1461 
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vertical velocity fluctuations (i.e. turbulence as shown by QD90 and QMd‒QD90) may have 1462 

increased towards MIS 2 and the Last Glacial Maximum, while the mean wind speed 1463 

remained broadly constant as revealed, at least in a qualitative sense, by the QMd values. A 1464 

gradual cooling and increasing aridity from MIS 4 to MIS 2 could have resulted in 1465 

coarsening, but this should be reflected in the quartz proxies, too. Based on the patterns of 1466 

both GS records considerable changes occurred in the dust cycle when the interglacial climate 1467 

state switched to glacial conditions at the transition of MIS 5c to b as a threshold was passed 1468 

by the climate system through gradual cooling, source aridity increase and opening of 1469 

vegetation. The magnitude and perhaps the frequency of dust outbreaks may have increased 1470 

during MIS 4 and MIS 2 as shown by distinct peaks in bulk (e.g. Md, D90) and quartz (QMd 1471 

and QD90) proxies, while relatively calm periods are seen in early MIS 3 which was a mild 1472 

interval in the last glaciation (van Andel, 2002). However, any inference on dust storm 1473 

frequency/magnitude increase remains hypothetical using grain size proxies alone and needs 1474 

validation from mass accumulation rate (MAR) calculations based on high-resolution absolute 1475 

age data. 1476 

 1477 

5. Summary and concluding remarks 1478 

This focused review of dust mobilization, transport and deposition mechanisms attempts to 1479 

provide a more comprehensive understanding on the influence and control these 1480 

environmental processes may have on loess PSD variations with the final aim to improve 1481 

loess bulk and quartz proxy interpretations. Clearly, many if not all of these processes have a 1482 

stochastic nature and therefore proxy evaluations tend to be difficult. Nevertheless, major 1483 

trends and patterns are identifiable and knowing the factors actively shaping loess PSDs, 1484 

some important and valid inferences can be made thereby contributing to the general 1485 
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understanding of Late Pleistocene environmental changes that mid-latitude semi-arid regions 1486 

experienced. 1487 

As demonstrated above, quartz proxies seem to be easier interpretable than bulk GS proxies 1488 

due to a more limited set of environmental factors influencing quartz PSDs. Together with 1489 

this, we argue that quartz (or bulk) proxies cannot be used to quantitatively reconstruct wind 1490 

speed values and their variations in the past as did e.g. Wang and Lai (2014), although such 1491 

models can help in putting constraints on dust source distance variations. With careful site 1492 

selections (e.g. in Europe), the effect of topography and source distance on PSDs may be 1493 

eliminated or at least minimized, thereby obtaining a better record of GS variations dominated 1494 

by other influential factors, such as wind speed at emission and during transport, turbulent 1495 

intensity, presence of convection, source aridity and sediment availability. By the combined 1496 

interpretation of bulk and quartz GS proxies temporal changes of the dust cycle from local to 1497 

regional scales could be better understood. Use of the bulk proxies alone is justified in studies 1498 

focusing on paleoenvironmental reconstructions on glacial/interglacial timescales and 1499 

possibly useful to track short-term oscillations of the dust cycle on regional scales. Although 1500 

mass accumulation rates (MARs) are not reviewed and discussed in this paper, such data, if 1501 

obtained from high-resolution and high-precision absolute dating of loess (Stevens et al., 1502 

2007, 2008; Pigati et al., 2013; Újvári et al., 2014), should be used along with grain size 1503 

datasets to reach more robust inferences on dust cycle changes. In addition, MAR data would 1504 

be extremely useful to gain more insight into the supposed link between abrupt climatic shifts 1505 

in the North Atlantic and mid-latitude loess regions (e.g. Rousseau et al., 2002; 2011; Sun et 1506 

al., 2012). This is because both bulk GS and MAR are influenced by greatly overlapping 1507 

environmental factors (Stevens et al., 2006, 2007, 2008), although the influences on both 1508 

proxies do not consistently co-vary on short, sub-orbital timescales (Stevens and Lu, 2009). 1509 

 1510 
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Figure captions 2428 

Figure 1. Typical loess/soil bulk and quartz particle size distributions from the studied profile 2429 

at Dunaszekcső with the most widely used bulk loess grain size proxies. Samples shown are 2430 

Dsz-GS-018 (loess, bulk/quartz: thin/bold black line), Dsz-GS-104 (loess, bulk/quartz: 2431 

thin/bold red line) and Dsz-GS-290 (paleosol, bulk/quartz: thin/bold blue line). Abbreviations: 2432 

M.sd. – medium sand, C.sd. - coarse sand, C.s. - coarse silt, Md grain size – median grain 2433 

size, GSI - grain size index, PM - pipette method (based on Stokes sedimentation), LPS - laser 2434 

particle sizer (based on forward scattering of monochromatic coherent light). Size limits of 2435 

clay, silt and sand fractions determined by laser particle sizer are different from those given 2436 

by the pipette method (e.g. clay = <2 μm for the PM, while it is <4.6/5.5 μm for LPS; Konert 2437 

and Vandenberghe, 1997). 2438 

Figure 2. Location of the Dunaszekcső loess sequence in the Carpathian Basin. 2439 

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy images of isolated quartz particles. a) Angular quartz 2440 

grain from sample Dsz-GS-150, b) surface with v-shaped impact features of the same quartz 2441 

particle from sample Dsz-GS-150, c) Quartz grain with conchoidal fractures and v-shaped 2442 

percussion cracks from sample Dsz-GS-293, d) Blow-up of the quartz surface with v-shaped 2443 

percussion cracks and breakage with sharp edges (sample Dsz-GS-293). 2444 

Figure 4. Relationship between χFD (=χLF‒χHF) and low field susceptibility (χFD). χB is the 2445 

background susceptibility. 2446 

Figure 5. Measurements and models of threshold friction velocities required to initiate 2447 

particle motion on dry sand surfaces. Models were run for quartz spheres (ρp-Q = 2650 kg 2448 

m
‒3

). Some of the measurements of the fluid threshold were done on materials other than sand 2449 

and dust (Fletcher, 1976; Iversen et al., 1976; Iversen and White, 1982), and for these the 2450 

effect of different densities were taken into account by calculating the equivalent particle 2451 

diameter (Dp-eqv=Dpρp/ρp-Q, Chepil, 1951). The fluid threshold was calculated with air 2452 
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parameters of ρa=1.225 kg m
‒3

 and νa=1.47×10
‒5

 m
2
 s

‒1
 (at 15 ºC) in the Iversen and White 2453 

(1982) model (for the equations the reader is referred to the original paper or Kok et al., 2454 

2012), while γ=3×10
‒4

 N m
‒1

 was used in the Shao and Lu (2000) model (Eq. 3.9). The 2455 

Bagnold (1941) model is given by Eq. 3.7 in the text. 2456 

Figure 6. Measured and modeled ‘wet’ threshold friction velocity as a function of gravimetric 2457 

soil moisture for a) loamy fine sand and sandy loam, and b) clay loam and clay soils. 2458 

Measurements for different soils are from Selah and Fryrear (1995). The empirical model, 2459 

u*tw=0.305+0.022(θg/θg1.5)+0.506(θg/θg1.5)
2
, of Selah and Fryrear (1995) is compared with 2460 

theoretical models of Fécan et al. (1999) (Eq. 3.13-3.14) and Cornelis et al. (2004a) (Eq. 3.15-2461 

3.16). For all model calculations u*t=0.31 m s
‒1

 has been used, as published by Selah and 2462 

Fryrear (1995) for the oven-dried soils without abrasion. The CGH (2004a) model is only 2463 

given for the loamy fine sand soil, with parameters of Dp=130 μm and surface tension of 2464 

water at 15 ºC, γst=0.0735 N m
‒1

. The rest of the parameters (ACo1, ACo2, ACo3) are as defined 2465 

in the text. 2466 

Figure 7. Particle terminal velocity as a function of grain size. Settling tube experimental data 2467 

originate from Cui et al. (1983) and Malcolm and Raupach (1991). Newton’s Impact Law 2468 

(Eq. 3.24), the Stokes Law (Eq. 3.26), and the Ferguson and Church (2004) and Farrell and 2469 

Sherman (2015) models are also shown. For calculating wt using the Impact and Stokes Laws 2470 

quartz density of 2650 kg m
‒3

 and air density at 15 ºC of 1.2256 kg m
‒3

 are used. Cd has been 2471 

derived for Eq. 3.24 by solving Eq. 3.27-3.28 numerically. For calculations using Eq. 3.26 a 2472 

kinematic viscosity of air at 15 ºC of 1.455×10
‒5

 m
2
 s

‒1
 has been used and Cc is computed 2473 

following Rader (1990). Fall velocity has been calculated using the Ferguson and Church 2474 

(2004) expression (their Eq. 4) with parameters for natural sand of C1=18 and C2=1. Terminal 2475 

velocity calculations based on the Farrell and Sherman (2015) model (their Eq. 18) are only 2476 
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given for the very fine to medium sand fractions, since this expression is valid only for the 2477 

sand fraction. 2478 

Figure 8. Transport modes of quartz grains as a function of friction velocity and particle 2479 

diameter. The most widely used grain size proxies are also shown in this context. Terminal 2480 

velocities are from Ferguson and Church (2004) with parameters as defined in Fig. 7. 2481 

Transport modes with different wt/u* values as limits are from Gillette et al. (1974), Hunt and 2482 

Nalpanis (1985), Nalpanis (1985), Tsoar and Pye (1987) and Shao (2008). Typical friction 2483 

velocities in dust storms originate from Tsoar and Pye (1987), Li and Zhang (2011), while 2484 

typical Md grain size of loess are from Tsoar and Pye (1987), Derbyshire et al. (1995), Pye 2485 

(1995), Shi et al. (2003), Ding et al. (2005), Prins et al. (2007), Yang and Ding (2008), Varga 2486 

et al. (2012), and Vandenberghe (2013). 2487 

Figure 9. Measured and modeled streamwise saltation flux as a function of friction velocity. 2488 

Wind tunnel data for the transport rate of 230 and 242 μm diameter sands are from Iversen 2489 

and Rasmussen (1999) and Sorensen (2004) (transport-limited situation), while for non-2490 

cohesive, clay and salt crusted surfaces (all three undisturbed) are from Macpherson et al. 2491 

(2008) (supply-limited situations). Saltation mass flux is calculated for sand with a diameter 2492 

of 250 µm and an air density of 1.2256 kg m
‒3

 (at 15 ºC) using model equations of 3.30-3.32 2493 

and parameters as defined in the text (section 3.1.1.8.). These theoretical models of Bagnold 2494 

(1941), Kawamura (1951), Durán et al. (2011) and Kok et al. (2012) are proposed for 2495 

transport-limited situations. 2496 

Figure 10. Vertical dust flux as a function of shear velocity due to a) direct aerodynamic 2497 

entrainment and b) saltation bombardment. In panel a), long-term dust flux measurements and 2498 

the best-fit model are from Loosemore and Hunt (2000) (=LH2000), while the rest of the data 2499 

are from experiments of Macpherson et al. (2008) (=M2008) carried out on supply-limited 2500 

non-cohesive, clay crusted and salt crusted surfaces. In panel b), field measurements during 2501 
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different erosion events are from Gomes et al. (2003) (=G2003) and Sow et al. (2009) 2502 

(=S2009), while the bold lines are Eq. 3.37-38, and represents models of Gillette and Passi 2503 

(1988) (=GP1988) and Shao et al. (1993) (=S1993). The model by Kok et al. (2012) 2504 

(=K2012) is given as              
     

  , which uses u t = 0.20 m s
−1

 and is normalized 2505 

to yield 10000 μg m
−2

 s
−1

 at u =1 m s
−1

. 2506 

Figure 11. Collection efficiency a) and dry deposition velocity b) as a function of particle 2507 

size. Total collection efficiency, ε, and collection efficiency from Brownian diffusion, EB, 2508 

interception, EIN, as well as impaction, EIM, are given for grass using the Slinn (1982) 2509 

parameterization. For dry deposition calculations u*=0.5 m s
‒1

 and ρp=2650 kg m
‒3

 was used 2510 

in all models. Parameters in the Slinn (1982) scheme: cv/cd=0.33, fIN=0.01, R’=20 µm, R’’=1 2511 

mm, b=2, z0=40 mm, hc=20 cm, γSl=4. The model of Zhang et al. (2001) is applied to land use 2512 

categories of 3 (deciduous, need leaf trees), 6 (grass) and 10 (shrub and interrupted woodland) 2513 

with parameters of z0=0.6, 0.05 and 0.1, αZ=1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, βZ=2, γZ=0.56, 0.54 and 0.54, 2514 

Rc=2, 2 and 10 mm. The most recent Zhang and Shao (2014) scheme is applied to two surface 2515 

categories (sand and plant) with parameters of zr=250 and 15 mm, z0=2.877 and 0.135 mm, 2516 

d=200 and 0 mm, hcr=230 and 0.1 mm, dc=5 and 0.2 mm, λf=0.4 and 0.125, Ain=150 and 1, 2517 

b=1. 2518 

Figure 12. a) Contributions to total collision efficiency between a raindrop (Drd=1 mm) and 2519 

dust particles and b) total collision efficiency (εw) for different rain droplet sizes. Collection 2520 

efficiencies from Brownian diffusion (EBw), interception (EINw) and inertial impaction (EIMw) 2521 

are calculated based on the Slinn (1984) model with modifications to include thermophoresis 2522 

(ETPw), diffusiophoresis (EDPw), and electrostatic mechanisms (EESw) after Davenport and 2523 

Peters (1978) and Andronache et al. (2004, 2006). Parameters (15 ºC): ρp=1000 kg m
‒3

, 2524 

ρa=1.225 kg m
‒3

 , μa=1.783×10
‒5

 kg m
‒1

 s
‒1

, νa=1.455×10
‒5

 m
2
 s

‒1
, μa=1.139×10

‒3
 kg m

‒1
 s

‒1
, 2525 
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ca=1005 J kg
‒1

 K
‒1

, ka=0.02534 J m
‒1

 s
‒1

 K
‒1

, Ta‒Trds=3 ºC, Dwv=2.35×10
‒5

 m
2
 s

‒1
, RH=80 %, 2526 

αES=2. 2527 

Figure 13. Measured and modeled wet scavenging coefficients as a function of particle size 2528 

and rain rate (J). The model is based on work by Slinn (1983), Loosemore and Cederwall 2529 

(2004), Seinfeld and Pandis (2006), Davenport and Peters (1978), and Andronache et al. 2530 

(2004, 2006). Parameters as defined in the caption of Fig. 12. 2531 

Figure 14. Calculated changes in the volume size distribution of the remote continental model 2532 

aerosol after various rainfall durations (tr) at a rain rate (J) of 10 mm hr
‒1

. The model aerosol 2533 

distribution parameters are from Jaenicke (1993): N1= 3200 cm
‒3

, N2=2900 cm
‒3

, N3=0.3 2534 

cm
‒3

, Dp1=0.02 μm, Dp2=0.116 μm, Dp3=1.8 μm, log σ1=0.161, log σ1=0.217, log σ1=0.380. 2535 

Figure 14. Bulk and quartz grain size proxy variations as a function of depth in the 2536 

Dunaszekcső sequence. Infra Red Stimulated Luminescence (IRSL) ages are pIR-IRSL225 2537 

(first number) and pIR-IRSL290 (second number) ages as published and defined in Újvári et al. 2538 

(2014). Ages at depths of 10 and 14.9 m are yet unpublished age data, both are pIR-IRSL290 2539 

ages. Legend: 1. loess, 2. recent soil, 3. weathered loess, 4. red-brown, well-developed 2540 

pedocomplex, 5. IRSL sampling points. Black arrows denote in-phase coarse GS events 2541 

between bulk and quartz grain size proxies. 2542 

Figure 16. Internal relationships of median diameter, U-ratio and grain size index in the 2543 

Dunaszekcső sequence. 2544 

Figure 17. Relationships between bulk loess and quartz grain size proxies in the studied 2545 

sequence. 2546 

Figure 18. Relationships between coarse and fine fractions in the U-ratio and the grain size 2547 

index (GSI) in the Dunaszekcső sequence. 2548 

Figure 19. Minimally and fully dispersed particle size distributions of three loess samples 2549 

from the studied section. 2550 
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